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AT DEADLINE
LARRY SHARP NAMED
INLAND SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA GLOBAL
LEADER OF THE YEAR
AT 3RD ANNUAL
WORLD TRADE MONTH
LUNCHEON
Longtime economic development and transportation
advocate Larry R . Sharp was
named
Inland
Southern
California Global Leader of the
Year at a regional World Trade
Month event in Riverside.
Sharp, president and CEO
of Arrowhead Credit Union.
was recognized for h1s leadership in fostenng the advancement of international trade
throughout the Inland region.
Sharp received the award at the
3rd Annual World Trade Month
closing luncheon. The annual
event is designed to address
issues in global trade. which
contributes millions of dollars
each year to the region\ economy. The event also encourages
local busmcsses to become
more closely involved m the
colltinued on page 32
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46th Annual Small Business Week
Award Winners
The 46th Annual Small
Business Week Awards luncheon
will be held on June 4th hosted
by the San Manuel Band of
Mission lnd1ans in Highland.
U.S. SmaiiBusineu Administration The u.S . Small Business
Administration honors successful individuals and companies located
in Orange County and the Inland Empire each year.
The following honorees are part of the Inland Empire community:
A&R Tarpaulins, Inc .. headquartered in Fontana. and owned by
the We1sbart family, has been named Region IX Jeffrey Butland
Family-Owned Business of the Year by the Santa Ana Distnct Office
of !he U.S. Small Business AdministratiOn.
The company was established in 1976 as a partnership between
Aundra Arrington and Ralph Weisbart. Two years later, Ralph
Weisbart 's son. Bud, and his wife. Carmen. purchased one third of the
company and arc the current owners of A&R Tarpaulins, Inc. Bud
and Cam1en recently announced that management and. ultimately,
ownership of the busmess would begm transition to the1r son, Ken.
Region IX includes California, Ne\ada, Arizona, Hawaii and
Guam. Winners are selected at the d1stnct. reg1onal and national levels and compete against firms subm1tted by 6R SBA district offices
across the nation. Alan Elgendy, International Trade and Procurement
Consultant with the Inland Empm: SBDC. nominated A&R
Tarpaulins. Inc .. a fonncr client of the SBDC
District Dm::ctor. J. Adalberto
continued on page I ..f.
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The Teeny Wcenie iPod, Part 2

Skinner Plant Begins
Generating Solar Power
With a literal flip of a
switch. the :vtetropolitan Water
D1strict of Southern California
added to 1ts mvcstments in solar
power.
Metropolitan
hoard

nland Empire Economic Report
But Inevitable and Ultimately Healthy
nrrcr,,,.,.,,,. Thornberg and Jon HavoJWn
incipals. Beacon Economics
Over the past decade the world
embarked on an unsustainable path of
growth. The u.S. consumer. buoyed b)
rap1dly inflating personal wealth (of
which homes were just a portion) and
easy credit, went on a spending spree that
sun!- private savmgs rates to historically
low levels even as the nation opened the
largest real trade deficit in the economic
history of the world. The rest of the world
gladly participated 1n the exchange.
Pnvatc investors were eager to capitalize
on asset gains in the L.S. economy.
Public investors. particularly in Asia.
were more than happy to invest in the
United States in order to mamtain the
stimulus the U.S. consumer was providing
to
continued on page 3

Chalflnan Timothy F. Brick
fl1pped a switch s1gnifying activation of a I 0-acre field of solar
panels at the district's Robert A.
SJ..inncr Water Treatment Plant
in the Temecula Valley of southv.cstern R1verside County.
The 1-mcg;m att solar installatiOn \\ill generate about 2.4
million kilowatt-hours (kWh) of
clc:m. renewable energ) a year.
ncar!) 25 percent of the pm\ er
used by the plant and equal to
the power used by about 250
homes annually. The produced

continued 011 page 3
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Coreland Awarded 1 Million SF in
Management Contracts
Legislators, Students, Workers Take
on UC 's Egregious Actions
Submitted by Assembl_vmember
Brian Nestande, 64th District
State legislators, along with University of California (UC)
students and employees, responded to a number of egregious
actions by the UC Board of Regents. including recent exorbitant
executive pay hikes. by introducing a Constitutional Amendment
to allow greater public oversight and accountability of the institution.
SCA 21, authored by Senators Leland Yee (D San Francisco).
Roy Ashburn (R-Bakersfield) and Gloria Romero (D-Los
Angeles) and ACA 24. authored by Assemblymembers Brian
Nestande (R-Palm Desert) and Anthony Portantino (D-La Canada
Flintridge), would remove the Regents autonomy and allow the
Legislature to enact statutes effecting UC policy, similar to
authority granted over the California State University. If
approved by two-thirds of the Legislature, the measure would be
put before the voters for final approval.
In 1879, UC Regents were granted autonomy on all issues
related to the management of the institution and thus subject to
legislative control only on fiduciary regulations. Thus, statutory
laws are generally not binding over the university.
"Enough is enough; it is time
continued on pa~:e 24
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Core land Companies, one of the largest private real estate service compan1es based in California, announced the fim1 has been
awarded over one m1llton square feet m property management contracts within the last four months. Nearly half of the new assignments are on behalf of state court-appointed receivers.
Coreland was awarded retail management assignments including
Ontario Freeway Center, a 128,330-square-foot freeway showroom
and furniture center in Ontario; Palms to Pines, a Vons' anchored
81,722-square-foot neighborhood retail center in Palm Desert. and
Crossroads Marketplace in Chino Hills.
Galentine was also appointed state court receiver for Corona
Corporate Centre. a newly completed 114,990-square-foot, sevenbuilding office park in Corona; and Centrelake Corporate Center, a
three-story, 61 ,298-square-foot office building in Ontario. Corel and
Companies will be responsible for the property management during
the receivership period.
Coreland President Chris H1te says, "Coreland's combination of
nee with distressed
37
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_, -: At !~land ~pire coffee and tea purveyors, we are all about high quality:
the q~lty of the coffee ~ns; the qual.lty of life for the g~ers; the quality of our business practices.
~ rs one of the ~rids most h~1ly traded commodities, second only to oil. It is the world's largest
agnculwral commodity. A beverage enJoyed by people the world-round, coffee - its growth and productio n has a great effect on the Earth's ecology.
We use only the top I% of the finest organic and eco-friendly coffees that we can source because it is
an ~ronmentally .and socially responsible p~uct. _l~'s production helps protect valuable eco-systems,
helps 1mprove the hves of the growers and the1r fvmhes, and helps ensure that you will have access to the
best hand-gro.wn Arabica beans in the world.
Using organic and eco-friendly coffee is a simple extension of our personal beliefs that everything we do
should help. rather than harm, the world in which we live.
~ us, it is simply ~ business pra~ce to. use, promote, ~~ supply products that help protect the
Earth s ecology and prov1de better working envtronments and hv~ng conditions for our suppliers.
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It's Really Bad...

man) fore1gn economle'>.
It v. as a great party v. htle 11
confllwetI fr.(Jill pg I
1aste d . but unfortunately the realtt)
that L.S. a:set v;tlucs. were grossly overpnced v.as cventuall) going
to 1mpose ttselt on th1s new world order. It almost d 1d 10 2001 10 the
wake of the dot.com collapse, hut aggressive interest rate action on
the part of the U.S. Federal Reserve. the expanded use of asset
backed secunty markets to fund debt (particularly for real e-,tate),
and the tax cuts put in place by the federal government, managed to
breathe life back into the mllating bubble.
Then, in 200X. things began to collapse in earnest and there was
little that could be done about it. Amencan households have already
seen $15 to $20 tnllion dollars in wealth d1sappear as asset markets
have fallen back to levels that are in-line with fundamentals.
The gnm economic numbers that have been emerging m recent
months have little to do with home foreclosures, credit market Jockdowns, or mational financ1al markets. Instead, they ha\e everything to do With the U.S. consumer gettmg the1r spending back in
line With their income and de.1ling with ) ears of excess1ve debt
accumulation. In short. the pam the natton 1s going through toda) i
a necessal) step in returning the world economy to a sustamable
long-run path of grov. th.
The Inland Emp1re v. as a poster child for the imbalances ot the
last decade. Not only was the local economy overheated by some of
the greatest home appreciation in the United States. the region was
also boosted by the !low of foreign imports. which drove much of
the local commercial economy. As both these forces of growth ha\ e
imploded, so too has the local economy. The e1ght-percentage point
increase in unemployment 1s one of the worst in the United States
outs1de the hard-hit Midwest where the ongomg collapse of the
U.S. auto industl) is to blame.
Data on consumer spending. the housing markets, and the financial markets show that the pnmary dnvers of this downturn have
started to recede. Th1s isn't to say that the economy will be up and
running in 2009 plenty of healing and reorganization needs to
happen first-but we expect the worst of the downturn to be over
by the first half of 2009. with the next four quarters being best
described as economic doldrums, where the economy basically
remains flat.
In California as a whole, and in the Inland Empire in particular,
things will be rougher than other parts of the country. Many of the
imbalances in the national economy were intensely magnified in the
state and the region. We expect unemployment in the Inland Empire
to crest at over 15%. Payroll jobs will decrease by close to another
5%. Such negative numbers were not even seen during the tough
economic times of the early 1990s.
But unlike then, today there are few structural problems that
will inhibit growth m the longer term-either here or in the
Midwest. Indeed, a necessary decline in the dollar and lower home
prices will help the state and local economies to become more competitive within the domestic and world economies. When the healing comes to an end, expect dynamic growth in the Golden State.
This will particularly benefit the Inland Empire, a region that
over the past 10 years has gone through a true renaissance-morphing from a logistic hub and a blue-collar commuter housing area
into the 16th largest Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) in the
nation with a self-sustaining industrial base and rising incomes.
We hope you enjoy this forecast produced by the researchers at
Beacon Economics and detailing many of the short- and long-run
trends in the Inland Empire, California, and national economies.
Included are chapters on demographics, quality of life, employment
and income, real estate, the state budget, and of course the local and
continued on pa~:e 6
national forecasts.
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energy will be used directly at the
plant. helping to offset nearly 2 milcontmuedfrompg. I
lion pounds of carbon emissions a
year. Last year. the plant consumed about 10.5 million kWh of electricity, at a cost of nearly $1.2 million.
"As public stewards of our natural resources, Metropolitan is
ever-conscious of the impact our operations have on the environment,
from the delivery and treatment of water to the day-to-day operation
of our facilities," Brick said.
"Just as we have assumed a lead- Ten-Acre Solar Field at
ership role in promoting conservaSouthwest Riverside
tion and other water-wise activities County Water Treatment
such as recycling and groundwater Plant is Part of Larger
cleanup, we are compelled to reduce
Proposal Aimed at
our carbon footprint," he said.
Producing 10 Megawatts
Debra C. Man, Metropolitan of Sun-Generated Power
assistant general manager and chief
b 2014
operating officer. said generating
y
·
solar power at the Skinner plant is part of a strategic power plan to be
considered by Metropolitan's board this summer. The proposed plan
envisions Metropolitan having 10 megawatts of solar power installed
throughout the district's six-county service area over the next five
years.
'The proposed plan will outline a number of energy-saving
strategies at our facilities, while laying out immediate, short-term,
intermediate and long-term goals." Man said. "The plan's goal will
be to maximize carbon reduction at all our distribution facilities and
develop renewable energy to support deliveries on the Colorado
River Aqueduct."
Skinner's solar collection field
continued on page 39
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Leukemia & Lymphoma Society to Hold
Man & Woman of the Year Competition
Finale Celebration on June 30
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Over 34 Years Experience
in the Inland Empire~~

The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society (LLS) Orange
Count}/lnland r.mpire will celebrate the fundratsmg successes of
us five 2009 Man & Woman ot the Year candtdates during a cell'bratton on Tuesday, June 30, 6 I0 p.m. at the Riverside Marriott
Hotel. 3400 Market St., Riverside. The evening will mclude dinner,
live and silent auctiOns, entertamment, <md the highlight of the
evening. the announcement of the top fundraismg Man & Woman
of the Year.
T he five candidates are community, corporate and civic leaders
who have devoted I 0 weeks towards raising money for blood cancer research: the top fundraisers \\til receive the title of LLS' Man
& Woman of the Year.
The cost to participate ts $75 per person. RSVP by June 19 to
Heidi de Leon, (714) 481-5609 or Heidi.Deleon@lls.org. For event
information. please vtsit W\\ ..... manwomanoftheyear.org/octe
The Leukemia & L)mphoma Societ) (LLS) is the \\Orld's
largest \ oluntar) health organizatiOn dedicated to funding blood
cancer research, educauon and patient services. The misston of
LLS ts to cure leukemia, lymphoma. Hodgkin's disease and myeloma, and improve the quality of life of pattcnts and their families.
Smce its foundmg m 1949, LLS has invested more than $600 million for research spect!lcally targeting blood cancers. The Soctel) 's
Orange Count}/lnland Empire chapter office ts located at 2020 F.ast
1st Street, Suite 120, Santa Ana, CA 92705. Phone. (714) l:\l:\106 10. Website: \Vv\w.lls.org.

Manager 's Bookshelf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 3R

dmcn b) education- - and that deep cuts in education should not
be an option. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Senator Dutton Pleased to Honor
Impressions Catering as Small
Business of the Year
Succl!.uful 811.1iness and Founder Honored in
3/.\t Senate Di.1trict
Senator Robert Dutton has announced Impressions Gourn1et
Catering as small business of the year for the 31st Senate District.
Founder and CEO Sandra Forney started Impressions in 1983 and
has grown the company into a successful operallon recognized by the
community as a leader in the food service industry. With revenues
over $1.5 million and full as well as part-time employees,
Impressions Catering is a model of a successful small business, offering high qualit) product and service as well as career opportunities
for its employees.
ln addition to her man) successful years in business, Forney is
dedicated to community involvement ;md leadership b) example
sen ing on numerous c1vic
and communi!) organizations such as the Chafte)
College Foundation Board
and
the
Rancho
Cucamonga Chamber of
Commerce
Board
of
Directors. In 1995 Sandra
represented California's
43rd
Congressional
District at the Women
Leaders
Summit
in
Washington D.C. where
she met with key legi~la
tors and successfully lobbied for improvements in
the district's business climate.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"Sandra's company is

'---;-------,-----'~---:--:--:=--__Jithe kind of business that

makes a community great," said Senator Dutton. "Not only does
Impressions provide jobs for local residents, but Sandy recognizes
the value in giving back to the community and works hard at enriching the lives of those around her. She uses her background and experience to instill a pride of product and service in all of her employees."
"This is awesome. and I truly want to thank Senator Dutton," said
Sandra Forney. "I firmly believe that success in any aspect of life
requires a giving spirit. What you choose to do with your time. talents or your treasures will definitely come back to you."

TAX COLLECTOR TO RETIRE
After 36 years as a county employee. including nearly II years as
San Bernardino County treasurer-tax collector/public administrator,
Dick Larsen announced his resignation and retirement effective July
3, 2009. "It has been a wonderful experience to be a county employee and serve the citizens of this great county." said Larsen. "I have
particularly enjoyed the staff I have had the privilege of leading during my tenure in elected office."
These last several years have been the most turbulent times in the
fmancial markets since the 1930's. The treasurer-tax collector's
office has weathered this without having any credit defaults or experiencing any loss of principal to the
continued on page 13
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Some of the major highlights of
this forecast include the following:

continued from pg. 3
Employment and Income:
The Inland Empire's unemployment rate is outstnpping the
rest of Southern California, and has seen a marked mcrc.tses over
the last fe'h months. At 131)(. the region's unemployment rate is at
its highest level in almost 20 years and is the h1ghest in Southern
California.
Construction has been the industry most directly affected by
the rise and subsequent collapse of the Inland Empire's housing
market. Since the industry's employment peaked, 61 ,59X construction jobs have been eliminated, and losses arc expected to continue
through 20 I 0.
Retail trade. which employed over 176.000 at its peak, has
reduced its employment by II o/c. Although this represents a smaller percentage of the industr} total than in financial activities, these
19.246 jobs are more than double the losses 111 finance and insurance and real estate combined.
Other sectors. \\hich arc driven less by the consumer and
more by population. ha\c not fared as poorl). The health care and
social assistance industry, 'hhich is part of the broader education
and health sernces super·sector had yet to shed an) jobs as of
March 2009. Similarly. local government. wh1ch 1s the single
largest industry in the rcg10n. has yet to shed a sigmficant number
of jobs.
As the housing bubble unwmds. home pnces arc falling
back toward their longrun trend and consumers arc returning to
healthier savings levels-both which will ultimately return the
region to a more sustainable growth trajector) once the economy
rebounds.
Residential Real Estate:
While not finished yet, the decline in home prices in the
Inland Empire does appear to be easing as investors have swarmed
in to snap up heavily discounted short sales, REOs, and foreclosures.
Often unable to compete with these foreclosures, new home
sales have plummeted, and are expected to decline throughout
2009-when builders do sell homes, it's either for cost or at a loss.
Apartments arc starting to feel the impact of rismg unemployment and the 'shadow market' of investors renting out singlefamily homes. Consequently. vacancy rates arc slowly nsing and
rent growth will tum slightly negative through 20 II.
Although foreclosure activity did dip during the last part of
2008. it was due mostly to lender-enacted moratoriums. As Option
ARM and Alt-A loans continue to re-set. we could see a second
wave of defaults and foreclosures cascade over the reg10n over the
next year.
Commercial Real Estate:
Given the combination of rising unemployment and underwater investors unable to refinance their commercial property debt
in today's market, the pain for most commercial property sectors is
just beginning.
• Expect a further softening in cap rates-perhaps by as much
for investas 200. basis . points in the best locations-and hiohcr
e
ments 111 tertmry markets and in highl) specialized sectors.
• Look for more distressed property sales beginning in the
second half of the year. especially as banks begin to foreclose on
cash-strapped investors unable to pony up the equity needed to refinance or to cover shrinking rent rolls.
There will be tremendous
continued on page /3

MANAGEMENT
How to Keep Your Employees Happy and Productive in the
Midst of a Recession
B"} Dr. Donna LaMar and Betsy Laney
In light of toJay's econorn1c
landscape, it's more important
than ever for companies to have
happy and productive employees. When employees are loyal
and engaged 111 the company,
profits arc higher. Conversel),
when people feel unmotivated
or undervalued, the company
suffers. Additionally, studies
shO\\ that engaged employees
miss less \vork, perform better,
and arc more supportive of
changes and will1ng to make
them happen .
But keeping employees
happy in any economy is hard
work. Why? Because happiness
is. primarily, an inside job. In
other words, happiness comes
from within a person. However,
friends, family and employment can add to or detract from
someone 's happiness level. So
if the workplace is stressful
and/or painful. things arc happening. such as "back-stabbing" and gossipmg, emplo)ees' production goes do\\ n.
Happy employees arc also
satisfied and feel a sense of
accomplishment in their work.
They like themselves and what
they do. and they find satisfaction from their work-a sense
that what they do is important
and meaningful. Such feelmgs
reduce stress, wh1ch is a major
factor of producti\ ity.
In order to make your workplace one where happiness and
productivity thrive, consider
the following guidelines.
Be a "good" employer.
A "good" employer is one
who sets clear expectations to
employees, including what is to
be done. when it is to be done
by, and where it goes after they
complete their responsibilities.
Within these expectations. you
need to set clear boundaries.
demonstrate healthy leadership

and prov1de sound direction
This means spcl1111g out rules,
regulations, policies. and procedures. While you can usually
accomplish th1s by creating a
comprehensive employee manual. a good employer or manager will also usc the "personal
touch .. by talking \\ 1th employccs in group and one-on·one
sctt111gs
Whatever expectations ) ou
set. make sure they are consistent with all employees . Include
such things as clocking in early,
break times, lunch hours, etc
For example. is it acceptable to
clock m early and leave work
early? Are breaks mandatory!
Will an employee be "docked"
if they consistently take too
long for lunch? The more issues
and expectations you outline,
the fewer problems arise. which
leads to productive workers.
Help employees to feel
valued.
Be encouraging to your
employees and offer praise
when
appropriate.
Thank
employees for doing a good job
and let them know that you
value them. Should something
go wrong or someone makes a
mistake, don't "punish" the
person. Rather. talk to the person. teach the correct procedures. and offer encouragement
and further teaching when
needed. Remember that punishing people only makes things
worse in that the employee may
become angry and bitter and
may want to sabotage their
work to get back at the company. If errors continue after correction. then you may need to
evaluate that person to make
sure he or she is a good fit for
the job.
As an employer, you have
an excellent opportunity to
make a difference in your

employees' lives. 1 his may
mean a smile. ask111g how thc1r
family 1s, or asking about the1r
interests or problems . If you
sense
that
someone
is
depressed, help that person get
the necessary resources, .ts
employees with depression
have
h1gher
absenteeism,
increased health problems, and
decreased
performancc.
Remember that we arc all
humans working together to get
through life. We need to care
about each other to get the best
results.
Create a productive
atmosphere.
The physical layout of the
office is important to maximizing productivity. People need
enough room to work. the correct supplies/materials, and a
comfortable and pleasant cmironmcnt. Make sure all equipment 1s designed ergonomically
so that It positively motivates
workers by helping them with
thc1r needs to do the work.
Ecotherapy is another clement of a productive environment. Some factors of ccotherapy include:
Make sure the environment has live green plants.
People feel better about themselves. their jobs. and the work
they perform when the) feel a
connection to nature around
them . ln fact, workers who arc
ncar plants or windows report
significantly higher job, boss.
and co-worker satisfaction than
those without. They also report
being happier. If live plants are
not an option. pictures or
murals of outdoor scenes have
some benefit.

buildings Change air filters
regularl). and if appropriate,
all(m employees to keep their
windows open.
Utilize real sunlight
when possible If offices or
\\Orkspaces don't have \\in dow
access, install full spectrum or
plant light bulbs m all fixtures.
mcluding overhead florescent
lights.
food
OtTer health)
cho1cc., in the cafeteria or break
room. Health) food helps people think better. improves
mood, and increases energy
levels. Do a healthy food challenge at work to encourage people to eat better. Also. ha\c a
restaurant bring in healthy food
occasionally for a catered
lunch.
Allo\\ employees to
personalize their work space.
within reason. We all need a
place to call our own.
Make the workplace
family friendly. Life balance is
a major stressor for people.
Therefore, allow workers to
take time off for school events
or to stay home with mildly ill
children without using sick or
\ acation days. If possible, offer
child care near or on premises.
Research has shown the
employer can subsidize the care
because it saves so much
money from decreased absenteeism. Offer 13 weeks of
maternity leave and also some
paternity leave, and have elder
care resources and referral services and/or dependent care
as;.istance plans in place.

Get people involved.
Give employees healthy
air to breathe. Indoor air pollution is a serious problem in

Create a comprehensive
employee manual that is clear
continued on page 39
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By Francie Dalton
If your thoughh ar.: primari~
I) fear based, if you're envision~
ing th.: wor~t for yourself and
your busin.:s~. if )OUr conversa~
tions ar.: focused predominately
on bad new~. then ) ou 're scri~
ously imp.:ding your own success. Instead of giving succor to
all the negative blathering.
buckle down and determine to
take three actions every single
da) to improve revenue! Here
are some ~uggestions.

1.

Don't you DARE Pick
up that Phone Unless it's to
Generate Business! Be ruthlessly disciplined about generating business as JOB ONE. Any
activity that doesn't secure nev.
business should be delegated. or
done dunng non-business hours.
Prioritize
ever) thing
else
around this fundamental principle. Dunng bu~ine~s hour~. dedicate yourself exclu~ivel) to
building) our bu~iness.
2.
Virtually Stalk your
Prospects: D.:scribe your ideal
client. What types of organizations do thq belong to? Join
them. What kinds of publica~
tions do the) read'? Read them.
What t) p.:s of events do the)
attend!
Attend
them.
Differentiate yourself vv ith
detective v.ork about your targeted prosp.:cts. Research them:
tap your network to learn more.
This inforn1ation helps v. arm up
cold contacts, and seh you apart
from most others v. ho won't go
to this much effort.
3.
Work Backward to
Move Forward: If you're
tracking important ratios, you
know how many qualified
prospect meetings it takes to
generate one client. and the
average sale per client. With
only these two pieces of information. you can control how
much you sell each month.
Determine desired sales vol-

ume. th.:n conduct tvvo to three
times the number of qualified
prospect meetings required to
achieve it.

4. Invite
Scrutiny:
\Vhose business acum.:n do )OU
admire? Who's alread) successful in ) our field? Whose
clientele does )OUr product or
service complement! Invite
these folks to be your advisory
board. Meet quarterly to gain
their adv icc on ) ou business
challenges. Advisor) boards
impose a level of scrutin) and
accountability that both challenge and comfort. Ensure you
get unbiased. unemotional.
tough truths b) not including
friends and loved ones on the
board.
5.
Your Pipeline is your
Lifeline:
EVER
stop
pro~p.:cting. In good times or
bad. keep ) our pipeline full!
Even vvhcn )Ou're flush vvith

business.

don't

g~t

cock).

Realize that if you wait to
prospect until you net:d new
cli.:nts: it'll be too late to
achieve imm.:diat.: r.:sults.
6.
You Lag Before you
Bag: The lag tim.: bctv.een )-OUr
first me.:ting v.ith a qualified
prospect and closing the sale 1s
an essential ratio for managing
)OUr productivity. Th.: sales )OU
bag today likclj bcgan at least
three months ago!
7.
Play the Numbers:
Whether you cnjo) it or not is
irrelevant: netv.orking is an
imperative. L.:arn how to do it
well. If you want to survive the
lean times. you have to network
regularly. and focus on helping
others. Understand that networking is a numbers game.
Play to win!

dom w1thout taking time to
probe causal factors can be
insulting. Instead. honor the
complC\.It) of client issues. Be
inquisitive about their goals,
frustrations, hopes. and struggles. Then construct a matrix of
options. and augm.:nt this with
the advantages and disadvantage~ of each.
9.
Prepare to Bend b)Predicting the Trends: Be vigilant about monitoring relevant
trends. since thcy'r.: always in
flux. Even more importantly,
anticipate and maintain an
a\~areness regarding forc.:s that
could aff.:ct the trends you're
monitoring. Doing so .:nabl<!s
you to forese.: and adapt to
emergmg trends befor.: )OUr
competitors do.
10. Don't Defer Getting
Referrals: If you're not comfortable asking your sat1sficd
clients to prov 1de referral-., do it
an)vVa)! One.: )Ou've delighted
them. conduct a bnef mten i.:v.
to learn what they valut:d most
about working vv ith you. Using
this tnfonnation. draft a brief
testimonial for them to edit and
print onto their letterhead.

11. Publicize or Perish:
Both cr.:dibillt) and sales
incr.:ase from publishing articles or books, and speaking on
your area of expertise.:. It's not
that hard! Every time you solve
a problem for a client. produc.:
an outline of the process from
start to finish. Th.:n fill in th.:
outline. and voila, you have an
article or a speech. Multiple
articles can comprise a book.
Writing a book is less daunting
if you write only one chapter at
a time without thinking of it as a
book.

12. Value

8.

Pander;
Don't
Ponder! Showca<;ing your wis-

THE LOSERS

rop fiVC by pcrccnt••gc

for

~"ree

=

Service for Fee: Consider providing an educational st:ssion to

prospective clients at no charge.
but structure the delivery so that
they want more. For example,
deliver th.: mform,ttion you
promised to deliver. but make
reference to additional, high
value mforn1ation )Our cli.:nts
receive.
13. Don't
Attend
Conventions \\ ithout Clear
Intentions: R.:coup the opportunity cost of attending conventiOns. Get an attendee list in
advance of the m.:eting. identify
and research your targets before
you even leave town. Then
make it your m1ssion at the
meeting to .:stablish contact and
engage them. Remember: attendance is not an outcome Mak.:
your attendance result 111 nev.
business b)
preparing in
advance.
14. Break it Do,,n to
Build it Up: ld.:nt1fy key result
ar.:as of ) our business. '>UCh as
prospecting. deliver), m.~rket
ing. speaking, new product
d.:vclopment. etc. hn .:ach.
v.rite out m.:asurablc goals each
quarter. Break thes.: down 11110
component parts, and indude
them in your calcndanng tool.
t'\o matter hov. man) of
these tip~ )OU implement, your
own outlook and attitude can
diminish their dfectivcn.:ss.
Those v. ho prevail 111 difticult
times are the ones v. ho stead·
fa~-tl) refuse to allov. negatiVII)
to forn1 a barrier to their -.uccess. They instead deliheratdy
and diligently take constructive
action, thereby refreshing and
reinvigorating their minds and
their spirits. enabling them to
take more action. v.hich rdr.:shcs and reinvigorates.

For more information call
Francie Dalton at 410-7150484 or her Weh .lite at
www.daltona IIi ann:.1 .com.
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Five Most Active Stocks
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Hansen Natural Corp
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CVB Financial Corp
Basin Water Inc

130,493,807

D&P!IEBJ Total Volume Month

"Laws were made to be brolc~n"
Christoph~r North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'dis innoc~nce"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668
10681 Foothill Blvd., Suite 280 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Tel. (909) 980-0630 Fax. (909) 948-8674
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in a communi!) setting. \\ould
better serve our local resident~. Often. there's no need
to seck medtcal services at the
mam hospital if high demand,
l11gh volume services could be
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affiliated service of Pomona
Valle)
Hospital
Medical
Center-'' ith a nc'l\ site in
Claremont and t'I\O sites in
Chino Hills (one at Grand
Avenue and Chtno lltlls
Park way. and the other on
Chino Avenue and the 71 free-
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You work out regular!), cat
healthy. v. atch ) our wetght,
see your doclor rcgularl)-in
short. you do II .111 correct!)
and so docs the rest of the family. more or less . But mcdtcal
needs still persist: \\omen sull
need an annual mammogram;
you· ve been counseled by your
doctor to have .t skcp study
because or contmual daytime
sleepiness and snoring that
keeps the rest of the household
awake: your mother in-law
needs an MRI to check on her
lumbar spmc: and your son's
finger 1s S\\ ollen and painful
after ht. fell off his bike
Normal!) resoh ing .Ill
these med1cal needs would
necessitate multiple tnps to
doctor's offices and the hospital But thanks to a network of
community health centers
located in the Pomona and
Inland Valleys, these outpa
ticnt medical needs can be
resolved through Pomona
Valle)
Hospital
\1cd1cal
Center's satellite factllltcs.
The
Pomona
Valle~
Health Centers (P\ HC)-an

C7bl.ll 24< 4'411~51 IC'\0

llospltalit) l)t>nlal
4942 Arhn on A'e
Rtvc td CA 925\J.I
Ht~pitalic~
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Commentary

The Teeny Weenie iPod, Part 2

Bv Billl.eonard, lvfember
State Board of Equak.ation

By J. Allen Leinberger
OK. Last month I ran the
wrong picture. Thi>. month ;ou
should sec the nC\\ iPod
Shuffle being held in-bct'heen
two fingers . The control 'h hee l
)OU sa\\ on tfie old one is
gone. Ancient tcchnolog) . (I
hope I didn't confuse you.)
e\t. I actuall) tried to usc
a
good
set
of
Bose
QuictComfort Headphones on
the nc'h Shuffle and. as I predicted. it d1dn 't work. Oh.
sure. I could hear a little of the
muSic, but since the volume
control is on the right earbud
wire, and that means there is
no control on the Bose, you
are stuck with what you get.
The difference is in the
plug also. The plug on most
headsets or earbuds has three
metal bands. separated b) little plastic •·separators." One
for the left channel. one for the
right channel. and one for the
common ground. You also cannot plug this little guy into a
larger sound system-even
one designed to play iPods.
Sorr).
There is a fourth metal
band on the teen) weenie iPod
plug for the controls. These
controls are complicated. The)
comist of a one inch long
piece of plastic. At the top you
can press to increase the volume. At the bottom ) ou can
decrease it. If you press in the
middle, you get the voice that
tells you which playlist you
are listening to and what song
is playing. The details of this
arc a bit complicated. If you
get one, you'll find a nice
video at the Apple.com site
that explains it all.
Best of all. as I mentioned
last month, the new Shuffle
has four gigs of hard drive.
which is as much as the first
iPod released back in 200 I. I
have been selective in what I
have loaded. but I still have

not filled it up As the entire
thing consists of the carbuds
and wire and a tiny metal
piece. it carries better than any
of the older iPods.
You may still have to drop
II m the bucket when )OU go
through TS >\ screcnmg at the
airport. but 11 carries convenient!) m )Our shirt pocket

L

the pilot episodes of new TV
shows Some arc features or
prev1ews of new movies.
These are only good 1f you
have an iPod with the video
function. Of course. you can
download them to watch on
your computer Some TV systems allow you to run these
v1deo downloads on ) our TV.

iPod Shuffle courtesy of Apple

once you arc aboard. You
could even golf \\ith it on and
not bother anyone.
Apple
keeps saying that you can get
your iPod engraved if you buy
it from them. I really need to
ask a mall engraving shop if
they can do the same JOb or if
the delicate insides can only
be handled by Apple engraving specialists.
ow. on to some more
thoughts on iTunes. There are
a regular series of free downloads to be had. They change
ever) week, on Tuesdays.
Many of them are free video
downloads. Many of those are

J

Since I have not gone that far.
I cannot guarantee that you 'II
be happ) with the results on
your 60" big screen TV. but
the audio should be good.
Do not believe that iTunes
is solely invested m new hiphop and "American Idol"
music. In fact, I have searched
for years for the Ray Charles·
theme to the old Charlton
Heston movie "Ruby Gentry."
Last month I found "Ruby" in
the iTunes library. The original
soundtrack themes to all of the
James Bond movies, including
Tom Jones and Shirley Bassey.
are now available. Go to the

iTunes Essentials listmg, and
you will find an amanng collection of lost recordings. Ja11.
from
the
1920's.
Old
MISSISSippi blues tunes from
the 1930 s. All of the songs
you \\Ould need for a weddmg
from Mendelssohn's "Weddmg
March" to the "Chicken
Dance" for the receptiOn. One
hll wonder\, Frank Sinatra and
Elv1s
Costello.
Chamber
mustc and the "Celtic Kccnmg
Song." You name the c,ltegory,
and iTuncs Essenttals can
probably find it.
If you can't find it, iTunes
accepts m1xes, which would be
your collection of tunes to fit a
ce rtain category. Hut check
first; they may already have
your list. (Sec: Super heroes.
1.e.; the themes to "Batman,"
"Superman," "Spiderman" and
the "X-Men.")
The iPod ltbrar) has a vast
assortment of recordings. The
audiobooks selectiOn ts great
for those who have listened to
books-on-tape in the past. The
podcast collection covers
everything from comedian
rants to college courses. And
you can no'h
do'h nload
"apps"; applications for your
iPhone .
OK , I know I tend to prattle on about the iPod. I he contemporar) cell phone would
seem to take priority in societ)
today. Well. why not? It can
take photos and videos and
runs GPS and Word and can
download and upload JUst
about anything on the Internet.
Make that "everything" on the
Internet. You can text from a
cave or a coffee shop of a hotel
in Las Vegas.
Personally. I like to usc m)
phone to make calls. my camera to take pictures and my
iPod for music. One breaks
and the others still work.
Am I getting old?

The Feoruar) budget deal has fallen apart \.\ ith .t heavv dose of
economiL realit) rhe Ma) vote of the people has reJ~Ctcd tax
increases and borrO\\ ing ']he state's constitutiOnal officers and the
Legislative Analyst arc rcportmg that borrowing is impossible without a balanced budget. And the Governor, to his credit, 1s proposmg
a budget package that 1s almost cnttrel) cuts in spendmg. r-.:o\.\ some
of the cuts arc one-time, whtch mercl) postpones the d.iy of reckon
ing. and some of the 'cuts' arc actuall) fcc increases, \.\hlch hit
Californians m the pocketbook
Ne>crthcle", h1s plan \.\Orks. espcciall) no\.\ \.\ ithout the nsk1e~t
borrowmg. The Lcgi~lature would be wtse to pass it this week l et
me advi>.e lcglsl,ttor!'> that the pam and pressures are not goinp. to get
an; better. In l.tct, 1f the Lcg1slature serious!) considers rejectmg an)
one ot the cut items, then they have the burden to lind ,mother cut of
equal \ alue anti then tell th,'t Interest group that thetr spcndmg ~~ less
Important. Pass the S.:hw.1rzenergcr budget He ha~ .tcLCpted the
real it) ot our econom1c tunes clash in~ \.\ 1th our spending excesses
No amount ol tmkcring 'hill Lhange that reality and no number ol
changes w1ll n~otke th1s budget an) better Every RcpubliLan and
eve f) Democrat \hould \ otc to pass th1s budget quick!) and then
move on the b1ggcr issue of what California state government n11ght
do to encourage cconomiL grtm th. l would suggest they locus on
transportation and 'hater. but I know the) cannot do so unlllthc cur
rent budget is adopted.
This budget proposal has alread) had more scrutin) b) the legislators, press and public than the Februaf) secret budget deal.

Tax Collector...

$4-5 billion treasury pool. Th1s pool
.
funds the daily operations of county
contmuedfrom pg. 6
government, our schools. and spc
cial districts throughout the county. We have enjoyed the h1ghest rating possible for a municipal government pool in the United States.
Dick Larsen is strongly recommending the immediate appoint·
ment of Assistant Treasurer-Tax Collector/Public Administrator
Annette Kerber to fulfill his remainmg term. As the assistant, Annette
Kerber manages the day-to-da) operations of the office includmg
treasury. tax collection, public administrator and central collections.
To put her role m context. she manages the mvestment of $300-700
million in trades each market day. These trades must be precisely
executed or the investment pool is impacted causmg local government to suffer. Annette has led the
I>II' ) Ill Ill " ' I Ill I \II \1 \;I \1' ' investment team through the last
few difficuh. years in a fashion that
clearly shows she has the ability to
continue our track record.
"This is not the time to experiment with an unknown quanttty
w1th the rating agencies close!]
momtoring the municipal investment pools of every county,'' sa1d
Larsen. "Their high opinion of
Mrs. Kerber speaks volumes to her
ability to maintain their confidence
in our investment pool and the
sw • ....., c- "'"""' ..... - 1-.1
(90911~1> 0550
county's debt rating."
,.._.montbl)coupons.oom

submarkeh--c~pcci.tlly

opportun111es for well-capJtalized
mvestors w1th the expertise to
mvest counter-C)cltcally in the bc~t
as .tsset values m certam areas appro;tch

replacement cost.

Business Aeth it):
Rcg10nal GDP was gnm mg at a rapid pace prior to the
recessiOn. The primar)' contnhutor\ to gro\.\ th between 200 I and
2006 \.\Cre much more advanced than their fastest shrmkmg counterpart>. (a1r transport, electronics manufacturing, 'harehousmg,
utilities and telecoms VS farmmg. huntmg, mining. leasing scrvic
cs, .tnd film mdustnes).
The role ol the Inland Empire as a distribution center tor
goods !lowing through the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach IS
apparent in lls employment numbers. !'he correlation between
l'1lantl Empire rr,msport/Warehouse employment and the tlow of
loaded TEUs 1s 0.95-much stronger than that of the Inland
Empire's total nonfarm emplo)'ment. Th1s IS s1gmflcant as trade
through the ports IS slowing mass1vel).
Taxable Sales, a-, expected, .tre takmg a major hit. The two
biggest industncs for consumers automotive and rct;ul -are also
the t\\0 b1ggest loser.... Veh1cle sale m particular are \Uffenng.
falling almost 42c, bet\\een 2006 Q2 and 2007 Q2 111 the Inland
bnptre, and almost 20'\ 1n Caltlorn1a tlunng 2008. For Southern
California m 2008, vehicle sales tell almost I Wk. Light trucks are
doing much \\Orse than car\.
Despite app~.:aring catacl) sm1c. 11 is not like!) that the vehicle sales slO\\dO\\ n 1s a paradigmatic shift. The Inland Empire IS u
dm mg community,\.\ ith a commuting-b)-\ chicle populatiOn that IS
21 c above the natwnal a\ erage, nsmg traffic congestion, and
extremely weak usc of public transportation (fe'her than I c ol
commuters). In 2007. Rivers1dc and San Bernardino Counties 'here
second only to Los Angeles m terms of' ch1cle fatalities. with 17%
of the state total. despite on!) II '1( of the population. B) contrast.
LA boasts 19% of vehicle deaths and 27o/c of state population.
• Tourism and airport passenger flows arc another measure of
econom1c strength-and in the Inland Empire. both point to very
serious decline.
The local economic climate may also present opportunity.
Policy planners could use this period as a means for centralizing
growth. Outlying areas are likely where the recession is hurting the
most. If planners had any agenda of drawmg Riverside and San
Bernardino inward (smart growth, etc.) now might be a good time
to enact those plans.
Demographics:
Housing affordabilit) has pla)ed a large role in the Inland
Empire's demograph). When the housing bubble inflated. the
Inland Empire became relatively more affordable as compared to
surrounding areas. In 2002. the median price of an existing singlefamily home fell to just 62o/c. 44'k. and 50% of the median home
price in Los Angeles. Orange County. and San Diego. respectively.
As a result. people !lowed into the region in increasing numbersaveraging over 76.000 migrants per year between 2002 and 2006. It
was the on!) Southern Californ1a MSA with positive domestic net
migration.
The loss of jobs in the region and rising unemployment will
slow population growth in the short run. but we do not see it turning negative.
Now, despite prices in surrounding areas falling by larger
dollar amounts, prices are declining faster in the Inland Empire,
once again increasing the region's
continued on page 25
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46TH ANNUAL...

Qualit) Supplier rating b)
Lockheed ;\tartm.
Since the carl) 19!\0's A&R
has been ccrtilted as a minorit)0\\ ned enterprise .•md reec1\ cd
Small Disad\ antaged Business
(SDB) certificatiOn by the Small
Busmess Administration in
2000. The SDB certiiicauon
was rene\\.ed in 2001 and 2006.
A&R also believes in givmg
back to the community by creal-

ing a training and mentoring
program \\ithm the company.
At any given tune. there arc
three to six student interns in the
program. rangmg from high
school to college. CO-\\ orkcrs
\\ ho started as mtems an.: nO\\
sef\ ing as the corn pan)\ purchasing
manager.
reccpuon/ordcr-cntry, production supervisor and engineering/quality manager.

Oliver M. Has, a managecontinued from p~. I
ment consultant \\. ith l'l·inny
Quijada announced the a\\.ard
Management Consulting 111
sa) ing, "The creal I\ It) \\. ith
Corona. has been n.uncd the
\\ hich Bud and Ctm1en ha\ e
Minorit)
Small
Business
managed their family hus111ess
Champion of the Year b) the
demonstrates that it has passed
U.S.
Small
Husiness
the test of time, and we congratAdministration's Sant,l Ana
ulate the famil) for their sucDistrict Office. District Director
cesses."
J. Adalbcrto Quijada announced
A&R Tarpaulins, Inc. is an
cominued on page 18
IS0-900 I :2000 registered fabricator ofc~ficd ~hnc produc~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
\\hich for over 30 )Cars has
b<.!en dedicated to prm iding collaborati\ ely designed. engineered. and manufactured products and scf\ ices for industrial.
commercial, and trucking applications. Applications include,
but arc not limited to. truck covWhen other banks
ers and truck CO\cr s)stems.
are closing their doors,
side curtain systems for trucks.
Manufacturers Bank
industrial curtains and enclois opening new doors.
sures, protective weather enclosures. and custom-made protecti\c covers. A&R's sales have
grov. n from under $200.000 in
1976 to approximately 3.5 million in 2CX)S. The compan) finds
ne\\. markeb and then capitalizes in its adaptation of current
competencies into ne\\. applications. AR Tech. a\\. holly owned
and managed component of
A&R Tarpaulins. Inc .. was creOpen
ated in the 191\0's as the compafor
We are proud
ny moved into more technical
business
areas of designing and manufacto be OPEN FOR BUSINESS
since
turing products for aerospace
as
a financially strong bank
1962
applications. AR Tech addressed
serving California.
the needs for technical fabric
products
for
Hughes.
McDonnell Douglas, Rockwell
and Lockheed.
In the 1990's AR Industries
was established as another
\\.holly owned and managed
2855 E Gua~ti Road • Suite 212 • Ontario, CA 91761
component of A&R Tarpaulins.
Telephone: (909) 461·8081
Inc., to address requirements for
architectural and consumer fabric products. A&R 's ISO policies, procedures and training
guides. along with the mentor1-888-307-1543
ing and training of all employees through quality circle meetwww.manufacturers-ca.com
ings, project planning and
~ Sift't •1 Beverly Hills • City of Industry • Enema • Downtown L.A. • Little Tokyo
review of projects after compleNewport Beach • Ontario • San lose • Torrance • Warner Center
tion have resulted in A&R
receiving a Gold/Gold ranking
Mem/Jer FDIC
by Boeing (100% quality and on
time delivery), as well as Total

Manufacturers Bank ...
Opening new doors to seYJ!e you

~~~ M~NUFACTUR~R~ BAN~

N~1&~~~
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The Blessing in Adversity
By Michael Angier
"The pe1.\1111i.1t .1ee.1 the difficulty in £'1'£'/'\' opportunity;
the optimist. the OflflOrtll/111\ 111
every d(fficult\."
When I was about five
years old. Ili\ed \\ llh rn; fam
ily in Enterpnsc. Alab,una for
a fe\\. months while 111) father
attended an ,1ch ,tnced a\ Iat1on
course at nearb) hll1 Rucker.
What makes hllcrpnse.
Alabama espL'C idll) mcnwr.tblc
1s a strange monument the)
ha\ e 111 the nuddlc of to\\. n.
You can't 1111ss ll. In fJct, )OU
ha\c to dri\e MOUilllit bec,tusc
it slls right in the mtddk of the
road. !'he monumL'llt is a stat
ue to the boll \\.eC\ II.
It's probably the onl; mon
urnent 111 thL· '' orld erected 111
honor of ,\11 Insect. It ccrtamly
"'asn 't done becau-;e of Ih aesthetic \aluc the boll weevil Is
a panicularl) ugl) -looking
creature. Surpnsingl), it \\as
erected because of the de\ asta
rion the boll \\ccvii caused to
the conon crops of the surrounding area.
Why did they honor this
pest? Well, had it not been for
the boll weevil. the local economy would have cont111ued its
unhealthy dependence on Its
one-crop, one-product economy.
Until
then, everything
depended entirely on cotton.
When the boll weevil came. the
farmers and all the other businesses that were reliant on the
cotton farmers were forced to
recognize the need to diversify.
In the long run, they saw
that the boll weevil had, in fact.
done them a favor by destro)ing their crops. No longer were
their eggs all in one "cotton
basket." The) started raising
hogs. peanuts and other cash
crops. and the entire area ''as
better off for it.
I think it is to those south·
ern farmers· great credit that

they were able to sel' th1s
kmd of financial securit) for
"adversity" for what it really
his family.
\\.as--a great hlessmg. Too
By the end of the first year
often.
we
and \\. ith no
see difficult
cert<unty
times
as
that
he
something
\\ ould ever
to avoidhe
pubsomething
lished, he
onl)
to
finished
endure. We
five novels.
u su aI I )
But hL' d1d
don't
see
not d1c. I h<;
the benefit
cancer \\. ent
until much
into rcmi~
later 1f at
sion
and
,Ill.
then chsapIf
\H'
peared ,litolook baLk at
)!ether
hiS
In
the th mgs L ___:.::~~=....,!!loole!~~:::=_j
long
and
in our II\ cs [
\,f1c lwei \ngH'r
that
\\CrC
full
hfc.
the most trymg, the most
Anthon) Burgess \\. ent on to
painful and frustr.tting, \\.e
\\ ntc more than 70 books.
ha\c to admtt that there \\as
\ alue 111 11. If) ou can't sec this.
you're either too close to the
situation or arc too upset to see
clear!) .
Our lives arc far more
enjoyable -certainly
more
instructional-if we view each
thing that happens to us as just
that-a happening.
Remember, it's not what
happens to us. but our response
to what happens to us that
makes the difference in the
22
quality of our lives. I believe
that everything that happens
can be a lesson; every adversity can be a blessing. The following story illustrates this
well:
Anthony Burgess discovered he had a brain tumor and
only six months to live when
he was 40 years old. He \\as
distressed that he had nothing
to leave h1s wife \\.hO was soon
to become a \\ idow. He decided to \\.rite-something he'd
al\\.a)s \\anted to do. The
potential TO) all) from a hook
\\.as the on!) thing he could
thmk of doing to leave an)

Without the death sentence
from cancer, he might not have
\\.ntten an)thing.
Ne\t t1me things don't
seem to he going the \\.ay you
want, ask )OUrself what the
positive aspect is. What's the
benefit 111 the ad\ersil)?
You'll have greater enJoyment ,md learn more 111 thl'
process.

\lichue/ Ant~ier 11 foundt.r
and CIO fChwf lmptratiOII
O[fua) of Succe1.1Net a support net11 ork helpmg peoph
clfld

hllllfll'llel

gro» a11d p10~

pa For a free

.l,t!JICI'If1111J/l to
'Sucn 11.\d Stratel{ll'\" a loll!{
111/h rour fr( e cop\ oj ' I 0
!I.e\ 1
to
Penonal

/II
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BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

Our newest color
copier technology
is well traveled.
In fact, he's been to
over
of the 30
big league ballparks.
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The
San
Bernardino
Symphony's 2009
20 I 0
Season promise~ to elevate its
audience to nev. emotional
heights being held at the
Californta Theatre in San
Bernard mo.
Maestro Ponti 1s especially
proud his ensemble of talented
mus1ctans have hecome an
important cultural presence in
San Bernardino and continues
to tnspire and educate music
toYers of all age~.
Season highlights include
the San Bernardino Symphon) 's
celebrated family concerts,
boastmg the thrdlmg Inland
Empire premiere of Mc:1.1c,tn
composer Carlos Ch,n e;'s
Toccata for 6 Pen 111.1ion1 and
an exctting grand finalt: per·
forn1ance celebrating the City of
San Bernardino's Bicentenmal.

Bernardino's
:\-1ay 1st

Symphony in an clectnfying
performance of Mendelssohn's
Second Symphonv in A .'vfci)OT.
op.52. featuring the Californta
Theatr~:'s newly restored nughty
Wurlitzer 216 organ .

Bicentennial:

The San Bernardino
Symphony will pull out all the
stops in th1s symphonic salute to
the City of San Bernardino's
200th anniversary wtth Leonard
Bernstein's
Overture
to

Celebrate America: A
Musical Salute to San

WeHmle Swrv, Samuel Barber's
Violin Concerto and Aaron
Copland's monumental Thzrd
Symphon.'.
Tzcke1.1 can be purcha.1ed
on /me aT www.sanbernardinonmphmn.org or by phone aT
(909) 381 5388.

org

Michael Ocanda, \l.ll.
\1cd•cal Dlfl:c~or
(\1()')163(). 7490 630-7491
www pvt,mc org
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Grandiose: October lOth
The
2009
201 0
Season's opening concert sh(mca-,es Jean Sibelius's grand
Second Symphony 111 D ,'vfcl)or,
rp. 43. and Fran; S<.hubert's
Third Srmphonr 111 D .'vfliJOI; [)

200.
Schumania: No". 21st
Th1s mid~eason performance features an all
Schumann concert m tnbut~: to
the 150th anniversary of the
composer's death.
The program \\til feature his
final symphony and most popular concerto. htghlightmg the
artistry of young piano virtuoso
Kyle Shafiee

IO<Im, null ion' of chit.lren in dt>,el•>plllg !'<>untries ar» ;;ufft>nng w1th dt•ft lip nnJ
paliltt>. Condemned to u lift•tmw of malnutntion. •ham!' and isolation.
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fn·t• cleft •nrgen winch take- us little II" 45 nunute.s an•l !'OSb as little as ~250 It
g•H's .1.. -perate duldren not jll!'l a m·w smile--but a rH''" lift•

Musical Fantasies: Jan.
24th

l 00% of your donation goes tm\ ard programs -

The CSUSB Chorus
joi ns forces with Maestro Carlo
P o nti and the San Bernardmo

Make check out to
" The Sm i le Trai n ."

YES. I \\ant to giw a <·hild a se<'ond chan('t' at lift•.

The San Bernardino
Symphony will get feet tapping
with Carlos Chave;\ Toccata
for 6 Percussiom, Mozart's
Piano Concerto 1w. 9, k.271 and
Ralph Vaughan Williams' evergreen Fantc11ia on a '/heme by
Thomas Tallts.

Hymn of Praise: A
Mendelssoh n \1asterpiece:
March 20th
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Countryside Marketplace Opening in Menifee

Top Savings & Loans and Federal Savings Banks
h.ng~hh.· \ '-~ts

June

44n 1oxo

na = nor

"'"'"' and rhorou hN
9/nY-/979 R

Countryside M.trketplace held its grand opening in Memfee. The
735.000-square-foot marketplace presently features over 35 stores
for shoppers to choose from like SuperTarget. Kohl's. Lowe 's, B.:st
Buy. Sport Ch,tlet, Old Nav), Pet co and Staples, along \\ ith In-'\Out. Panda Express, Red Robin ,md many others. The shopptng cen
ter is located at the southwest corner of Interstate 215 and ~ewport
Road in Menifee.
Donahue Sduiher. ov. ncr and operator of Countr) s1de
Marketplace. has heen mvohed in nearly 30 million square lect of
retail properties within its 40 year hbtory. Structured as a private
REI1 (Real EstatL' Investment l'rust), the firm ov.ns and/or operates
a portfolio of 91 neighborhood, comrnunit). pov.er and commun1t)
lifestyle shopp111g centers including f1ve development properties.

C~

46TH ANNUAL...
conrimu•d from p~. 14
his selection b) stating. "Mr.
Das is a champion hcL·ause he is
making a difference h) reaching
out to \ arious small business
ethnicities to take their businesses to the next level." Das was
nominated by Mark Mitchell.
director of the TriTech Small
Business Development Center.
Das · career and company
mission embodies the characteristics of the Minority Small
Business Champion category.
His main company goal is to
ensure that minority owned
businesses win government contracts. In order to succeed. he
knows that they need to be prepared. He takes personal interest in assisting them with certification. getting them registered
with government agencies, providing business leads and
preparing bids with sheer precision. A testimony of his volunteer efforts is hosting seminars,
at his own expense for small
minority owned businesses. His
seminars cover topics such as
"How to Win Government
Contracts" and "Customer
Service
Excellence-Going
Above and Beyond." Using his
expertise in purchasing. Das
teaches these business owners a
simplified version of the complex subject of government pro-

curement.
Recel\ ing
mternational
recognition for championmg
small business is no small
accomplishment and is one that
applies to Oliver Das. As he
\\as being nominated locally for
this av. art!, he v. as being called
to India to receive an award
called Hind Rattan, meaning
· Jev. el of India.' from the
Government of India. Das and
his wife. Pearlie. were recognized for outstanding professionalism and contributions to
the Indian small business community both in the United States
and India. His academic background. combined with government experience in the U.S. and
England give him an edge he
has taken advantage of to assist
businesses with management.
purchasing and contracts in both
parts of the world.
Das is an active participant
in several ethnic communities.
including Asian American.
African American, Hispanic.
and Native American organizations. He is a family oriented
person who spends most of his
leisure time with his wife and
three children.
U.S.
Small
Business
Administration will be honoring
the following individuals and
businesses in the Orange County
area at the luncheon being held

on June 4th:
Mcdhat Gorg). president
and CEO of PYRAMID
Laboratories. Inc. (PLI) head
quartered in Costa Mesa, has
been named the Small Business
Person of the Year. District
Director J. Adalberto Quijada
announced his selection. sa) ing
"Medhat Gorgy is an entrepreneur who has shown drive and
dedication in the face or adversity. qualities that propelled him
to set new records in a competitive industry like that of biopharmaceutical
prescription
drugs."
PYRAMID Laboratories.
Inc. provides a wide range of
advanced sterile product manufacturing and analytical services
to the biopharmaceutical industry throughout the United States
and abroad requiring the
strictest regulatory standards by
the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration and international regulatory agencies.
Cathy Daugherty, a partner
at Trademark Insurance in
Anaheim, has been named
Region IX Women in Business
Champion of the Year. Region
IX includes Arizona. New
Mexico, Nevada, Hawaii and
Guam. Her selection was
announced by J. Adalberto
Quijada, district director who

commended Daugherty for her
'aluable
contributions
to
v. omen's pro~rams. Daughert)
v. as selected for her untmng
efforts to increase business ami
financial
opportunities for
women. advocaC) ol legislation
that would bene1it and protect
women in busmess and her volunteer work to strengthen the
role of women in the husmess
community. She has seized
every opportunity to make a difference.
Daughert) started her business as an independent insurance broker in 1991, she tmmediately became involved in her
industry's grassroots advocacy
for health care. She began to
travel annually to Wa.,hington,
D.C. and Sacramento to explain
the needs of emplo)'ers and
employees
concerning the
affordability and accessibility of
health care. Daugherty took part
in drafting legislation that has
been mentioned in the State of
the Union address twice and was
adopted by both candidates in
the recent Presidential election.
She is a passionate supporter of
business issues at the local, state
and federal levels, and is committed to the advancement of
women in business issues.
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Hospitals Serving the Inland Empire
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2009 HEALTHGRADES RECOGNITIONS:

A Card1ac Rehab .. Rad1a11on/On< . c.en./l.apn•.coplt Surg . C~mmumay
Levellllnlen C'.aro ~ur;cry lhgh R1 k OB. '<eurosurgery. Son prof>l
Ortltoped1c \urg. \l.ound C'an:. Home llc.allh llosp1ce. Phys
Therap,. PedJaln.C.S, Behav10ral ~led1•mc IC l. l roi"''Y· Gaslruenlerology

RANKED AMONG THE TOP 5% OF HOSPITALS IN THE NATION FOR OUTSTANDING PATIENT EXPERIENCE
Women's Health Specialty Excellence Award™- Ranked among top 5% of hospitals nationwide in Women's Health
Maternity Care Service Excellence Award™- Ranked among top 10% of hospitals nationwide in Maternity Care
Women's Cardiac Services - Ranked among top 5% of hospitals nationwide in Women's Cardiac Services
Highest possible Star Ratings for treatment of Sepsis
Five-Star Rating - Heart Failure
Five-Star Rating Sepsis
Five-Star Rating - Appendectomy
Five Star Rating - Maternity Care
Five Star Rating- Women's Health
Five-Star Rating- Community Acquired Pneumonia

HEALTH GRADES'
GUIDISG AMERICA TO BDT fliR UDALTHCARE"'

www.he a lthg rad es.com

\ita WllloU

400
635

R<dland• Communi!~ ll"'!'ital
1:1() Temcana Bhd
Redlands CA Y2373

J

Full Servtce '1ed1cal Cenaer/
Rehabiluauon Ho>p•lal, BehaVIoral
Heallh. Comprehen.<Jvc Cancer Ccnler

227

I01100 Mapolaa Avenue
Rrvaoide CA 92S05

....... <=-

921
)OX

Our people are always working to provide the best in health care and treatment for the community. And we're pleased that
an independent source shows our results are among the best. Because, after all, modesty forbids saying so ourselves.

760) 340 39) 11'71-142.~

Park.m.son\, Alcohol and Urug Treatment

NIA

SerflmR

HealthGrades, the nation's leading independent health care ratings company, analyzes more than 5,000 hospitals across
the country. And these objective ratings have all kinds of great things to say about Pomona Valley Hosp1tal Medical Center.

l'res1den~CEO

wv.v.

S.. -'-lo c - I t y Hoopltal

NICEST THINGS.

RANKEDAMONGTHETOP5%
OF HOSPITALS NATIONWIDE

3~3-4()()1'1

Dm~cror
~'-4611

M I· D I C A I.

C h

. I E R

The scima of medicine, the art of hcalhzJT

1/98 N. Garn Al't'llllt', Pomona

909-8(!5-9500

ll'll'll'.prhmc.org
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Center (FHCl in Pomona v. here local residcnh c.tn seck family
ical center \\Ill abo offer the
medic me carL'. At the core of the Family llc.tlth Center ,trc the I X
region's onl) accrcdlled Sleep
colllinucdfromp~. 1I
Disorders Center (scheduled to
restdent ph) sicians of the hospital's Famil) \lcdicmc Residcnc)
Program These nev.l) graduated ph) siCI,Ills v. ork v. ith ex pen
open in late -,ummcr 2009). a full-sen icc Urgent Care Center,
occupational mcdtcinc sen tees and a 1.200-squarc-foot commuenccd famil; phystcians as part of thetr thrCL' )Car. UCI A-aflilt ·
.ttcd restdcnC).
ni!\ room for health education classes, support groups, and othct
One of tht.• most distinguishing features lor all of the \dtelllte
co~muntt) he,tl!h actt\ lites. Other sen tees \\ tthtn PVIIC ,II
sites ts tht• dtgttal tcchnolog) that supports ph) stct,ms ttnd other
Claremont include cxtcnsi\ e ph) steal the rap) sen ices includmg
carcgt\'crs. Dtgttal imttging has matk it posstblc
sports medicine and athletic rehabilitation. h mphcdc
Offers Satellite
to complete radioing) sc.tns and prm tdc the
rna man,tgcment. balance .md fall reduction sen tces,
and multiple rehabilitatiOn programs.
Medical Facilities with results to )Our doctor In t\\O hours. on ;n er,lgc.
Even hcllcr. scans taken ,11 one of the Chino
The first of the PYliC sites in Chino llills (on
Cutting-edge
Hills sites can be vtcwcd on lme h) Llinically
Grand,\\ cnue) also offers extensive radwlog) sen tccs
Technology and
licensed
staff In Claremont \\ llhout the hassle of
mcludnH! a 32-sltcc CT scanner. ultrasound. mammog•
• I
raph) and plain tilm scanning. Physicaltherap) sen icElectromc Medica
transporting films.
Phystcians can vic\\ the
cs include specialized sen tces for c~ildrcn and the~·ecords and.
film~ on-lin~ wh~thcr.In thc:r officc ..at hon.1c. or
region·, on!) .\fedtCare-apprO\ ed aquatic the rap: pool. RadiOlogy Scannmg. 1,11 the hospllal. Copto.:s of sL,ms c,m ,tlso he proLike the Claremont facilit). PVHC at Chino Hills
J \ tded to patients on COs.
has a communitY conference room used for a vanety of well ness
Complementing the digttal scans arc electronic medical
classes includi1;g safe sllter classes and child birth education
records a\atlahlc at all of the hospital's satellite facilities 1\hn)
classes. Also a~ atlable arc a \artet) of multi-spectal!) ph) sihealthcare experts believe that digital medtcal records and comcians' offices including 08/GY s. -.lecp specialish and uroloputerized record keeping \\ill help prevent mistakes v.hen difter
ent doctor-. prescribe redundant treatments. Computcritcd. digigists.
tal medical records v. ill provtdc the patient's ph) sicians v. ith a
The PVHC stte at the Crossroads Center is home to hoth
detailed medical histor) that could help diagnose .tnd treat
urgent care and occupational medicine services. making it easy
patients more efficiently and effectively.
for those who ma) be injured on the job to seck medical care
quick!). Rounding out scn·iccs for PVHC at the Crossroads arc
For further information on PVII'v!C'\ .1atel/itc fanlille.l,
both sports medicine special ish and plain film radiology sen tcplease contact the hospital's Health lnformatton and Resource
cs.
Cemer at (909) 865-9858.
Supporting the three PVHCs ts the hospital's Family H ealth

Pomona Vallev...

PEOPLE~
At the cntr,l!lcc of the
LA/ Ontario
International
,\trport , the Comfort Suites
Ontario Airport !909-605 0
7
0
0
\\W\\ , comfor~ites.com) has
opened .
!'he proper!) feature~ 100 sutk's and mcctmg
and banquet spaces that
accommodate up to I 00 people... ... Situated 2.5 mtlcs
from
LA/Ontario
lntcrn,ttional Atrport ,1nd
adjacent to Ont,mo ~lills
Mall, the Countr)' Inn and
Suites h) Carlson-Ontano
~tills \.tall ( 909-204-5365:
W\\ v..countr) tnns .com/ontar_
ioca mills) opened with 117
guest rooms and more than
2.100 square feet of meeting
space, 111cluding a hoardroom.. .. .
.. \n eight -story
Embass)' Suites (800-362

2

7

7

9

www.cmhassy~ullcs.com)

is

PLACES AND NOTES

under construction In Ontario
and sldtcd to open tn
20 I 0 .... .
The
Hilton
Garden Inn San Uernardino
(XOO '21 1232; V.V.\\ hti1Qng_ardcnmn.corn) ts on track to
open h) the end of 2009. The
]Hoper!)' \\til ha\e lnnitcd
rn
c
c
1
n
g
spa c c .. .. .... .\1 ira mont t•
Winer)'
( 95 1-506-5500.
v. v. \\.miramonte\\ incr).com)
in T'cmccul.t Valle) ts under
gomg a multi-million-doll.tr
m,tkcll\ cr. When the work i-,
completed later thts )Car. the
hilltop \\ incry wtll 1.1kc on a
Mcditcrranc.tn ambtance v.Hh
Tust.an-stylc stonC\\ ork. and
a I 0,000-squarc foot Indoor
and outdoor terrace and garden that v. ill at commodate
small groups ............. Great
Lakes Airlines \\ill add two
fltghts per day, Monday
through Saturday, to and

from
the
LA/Ont.trio
InternatiOnal ;\ trport to hlllr
Corners Regional Airport in
l·arnungton ,
:--;cv.
McxtLo ... ...... Porsche Cars
North America, IlclioP<mer
and Sharp Solar Enequ
Solutions Group um cllcd an
XO k W urban solar pO\vCI S) s tem at the Porsrht.• Logtsttcs,
LLC factiH) m Ontario. It ts
the first o;olar power system
deployed at an) of its O.S.
locations ...... .. Crocs, a leading shoe designer, manufacturer and retailer, signed a
400.000-squarc-foot lca~c at
ProLogts
Park
Ont.~rio
Atrport ............ Safclite
AutoGiass.
the
leading
pnn tdcr of glass repair ,md
replacement services, stgncd
a lease for 282.000 square
feet of industrial space at
ProLogis Park Ontario in
Ontano ..... ......... MWB Copy

Products. Inc. stgned a ftvcycar, $1.1 millton le..1sc lor
6,9X7 square feet of offtcc
space tn Ontano at Concours
Corporate
C'en ter. . ......... Mona v it•,
LLC , a nutritional-product
company, lca~cd a 'i6.'i8S
square-feet Industnal hulldtng located at I 800 S. Turner
tn
Ont..trto.. ... .. ... Aspen
Distribution. a 3rd party
logtsttcs company, leased a
I 02,X7X-square-foot mdustn,11 building at Crmsro,Hls
Business Park 111 Ontario for

3

$

5

m iII ion . .. .......... Scientific
Image Center .\1anagement
Inc. signed a 10-ycar, $2 .17
millton lease at 4550 Ontano
Mills Parkwa).
l'he lease
gave the company the entire
hot!om floor of the buildi n g .. .. .. . \\' e i n g a r t e n

continued on page 37
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Legislators...

for the UC administra tion to stop
acting like a pri\ate instituuon,"
cominucdfromp~. 2
said Yee. \\hO is an alumnus of
UC. ··only fi \ e othe r public uni\ersities in the country have a
similar status. \\ ith UC recei \ mg the greatest level of a utonomy.
This complete ly outd ated model results tn the Regcnh thinking
the) a re above the Ia\\. They continuous!) \ iolate the public
tru st and dis respect studenb and taxpayers."
" It "s oh\ tous that leaders of the Cnl\ erst!) ot Californta arc
out o f touch v. tth the real \\ orld."" said Ashburn "'B) ,tpprm mg
b ig o.,a laries and hencfih, UC Regents o.,hO\\Cd the) arc oblivious
tn the state's economy a nd state hudget realittes Whtle

Californ ia's fami lies a nd businesses are cutting hack. UC paychecks arc getti ng fatter. SCA 21 wtll hold UC Regents account
able to the people of Californta. My goal is to restore the luster
of the University of California as a gem. whtle protecting the taxpayers from lining with gold the pockets of university bureau
crats.··
·· \ t a time \\hen the uni\ crsit) has raised student fees and ts
considering cuttmg the pay of its lowest-paid v. orkcrs, tt is stm
pi) v. rong to he gt\ mg the I\\ o ncv. chancellors more gold plated hcnctlts," satd '\iestande "If students ha\ c to ttghten their
belts. then L'\Cryone 111 the UC system must also tighten theirs If
UC's leadcrshtp docs not get this.
conttmtc'd on flllf!.C' 25

CVB Financial Corp.
Ranks No. 10
Among Top 25
Performers in 2008
CVB Finandal Corp .. parent
compan) of Citizens Business
Bank. \\ as recently recognized
as one of the Top 25 Pe rforming
Banks in the nation. C VB
Financial Corp. v.as recognized
hy the American Banking
Association as a result of its outstanding return on average equity. CVB Financ ial Corp. ranks
#10 with a return on average
equity of t:\.75%. This is up
from #18 in 2007.
The ABA study ranked the
performance of domestic publicly held banks. thrifts. and
holding companies with assets
over $3 billion as of Dec. 31,
2008. A total of 145 financial
institutions qualified under the
selection criteria. The ABA
Banking Journal applauded
CVB Financial Corp. for its
strong earnings, despite operating in one of the hardest hit markets in the country : Southern
California's Inland Empire.
"We are pleased to be recognized among this elite group of
companies." commented Chris
Myers, president and chief executive officer. "It validates our
commitment to provide our
shareholders with a superior
return on their investment and
our customers with the safety
and soundness they deserve."
CVB Financial Corp. also
received the prestigious Super
Premier Performing Bank rating
from the Findley Reports for
2008. This represents the 19th
consecutive year that the company earned this important peer
recognition award.

June 2009

Legislators ...
( ollfinued from pg. 24
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then perhaps 11 ts time for the
l l'gtslaturl' to rcvtew the autono

my th,lt our \t,lle ConsltluttOn
grants them."
"ACA 24 and SC A 21 v. til fill the need for greater aLcount.tbility and 0\erstght of the UC Board of Regents," satd
Portantino, chatr of the Assembl) Htgher Educatl(ln Commtttcc
'"If enacted, these Comttlutional Amendments will pf(n tde the
appropnate amount of o" erstght hy maktng the Regents directly
accountable to the public This v. til ensure the dcctsions they
make arc in the best interest of students and the state ."
"The University of Californta has flagrantly abused tts
power," said Romero, chair of the Senate Education Commtttce.
"The mere fact that v. c arc compelled to introduce a
Constitutional Amendment forcing overstght and aceountahtllty
stems from the UC's contmued arrogance .'"
The umvcrstt) has been plagued hy se\ era! scandals o\ er the
years, most recently v. hen the Regents approved double digit
compensation hikes earlier thts month to tv. o new chancellors
earning over $400,000 each. In the same meeting, they stgntficantly raised student fees and squelched public comment hy
holding the meeting \ ia teleconference.
Smce 2004, there have been several attempts to retgn tn egregious actions hy the UC. However, the questionable conduct
continues:
the UC approved several . executive compensation packages behind closed doors, resulting in SB 190 (2007) to require
s uch actions to he done during public session.

It's Reallv Bad...
wmmued from pg l J

affordahtllly. Tht~ \hould place
upward pre~sure on domesttc
mtgratwn, and thereby populatton,

m cr the next fe\\ )'~.:ars.

Qualil) of Life:
D..:sptte d )7% d..:crease in the number of days that the
reg10n exceeded the Caltfornia ozone standard smce 19YO, the
region still exceeded the standt~rd three ttmes more than either Los
Angeles or San Otego m 2007.
The Inland Empire has reduced crime by 24% since I Y97,
however most of the decltne took plat:e before 2000. The City of
San Bernardino still has one of the highest crime rates tn the natton.
R..:cent anti-crime inttiatives appear to have decreased crime in
some of the more dangerous ciltes tn the region.
EducatiOnal outcomes also fall hclov. the Californta a\ erage
by most measures. Rtverside County is v. orking to close the educational gap. In the last few years Rh erstde has outspent California
and San Bernardino County on a per-pupil basis. and during this
time has outperformed San Bernardino m proficiency levels. The
Inland Empire has also seen the greatest increase in university
enrollment compared to other areas in southern California.
The government's ahiltty to respond to the social demands
of the Inland Empire will tmprovc quality of life in the region.
Imttatives to further implement anti-cnme programs, institute pollution controls. and increase funding for education address qualityof-life issues. and help ensure that the social environment keeps up
\\ith the pace of economic development.

the UC continues to hold closed door meetings to discuss
executive compensation packages.

Next year we lookforl\'urd to pre.\cntin!( even better news, of an
economy on the \'erRe of 1prin~in11 once Uf?ain into a mode of
Rrowth and prosperity.

low-wage workers were forced out on strike after recctving no relief from their poverty v.ages and v.ere later threatened
with retaliation by t.:C admtnJstrators.

(. o mnll lll lL'at i on-;. Inc

TRJT()'\J

the university conducts research on teen smoking cessation funded by the tobacco industry.
campus auxiliary organtzations fail to comply with the
s tate's public records act, resulting in SB 218 (2009).
public contracts have often been kept secret. including
financial a udits at UCSF. resulting in SB 1696 (2008).

Please allow us to mtroducc ounclvc:s 1 nton Commuruca.tlons, Inc a full
telcnmvnumcataon company Origmally fOI'TT'Ied 10 1981, and
lntoflJOfiU'd on August lllh 198~ \\le began as a contnactor providing
installauon a.ervice for M.olm of Cahfomut In 19 5 Tnton
Conunumcauons. Inc became an uuerconnect and began to serve 1ts ov.n
seT\ iCC

CUSio!llCn

V.e an: very proud to say thal many of our ong.anaJ customen ~still wtth
uslod.:ay P1eue ~ttw the hst of servace and qualiflCallc.tS beloo. We are

cc:rtaJn you will futd t.hal Tnlon Commwuco.uons. lnc an be of assJ..W.na: to you and your COIDpllny We have

workers have been disenfranchised du ring elections to a
pension advisory board.

CITIZENSTRUSTTM
INVESTMENT SERVIC ES

UC Regents ignored a legislative resolution. SCR 52
(2007), requesting e mployees be given shared governance of
the ir pe nsion plan.
the Legislat ure approved AB 258 1 (2006) and SB 1370
(2008) to grant student speech rights and protect journalism advisors from re ta! iation.
the t.:C has handed out several "golden parachutes."
includtng individual se\ e rance packages in the hundreds ol thousands of dollars.
afte r recei\ ing generous severance packagl.'s, some htgh
le " el e xecutives have been unrnecolllinuc don pa!;C 37

a Vrty wcJI cra!ned technical sUtf and our ~latJOO and let'VICC lechruCW\5 have M averqe O( fifteen )C
expmence each The followm' 1 a hsa of our RrJICe
• S.dc:s and Semce of n:furbisbcd ('Ooncl Toshi ) & no:~ "EC"l l<lephonc: •7"<= and cqwprncnl
• Complete SVS!cm cabh"ll of VOICe. data. and C<><npUter networllng
• Votce ~WI and Pagmg )S.tems lO \1deo confettneUlg and C'.all Accountins systems
o Prov1dmg Local Dtal Tone, Tl, Long Distaocc and 800 numhcn
o \blP aulutwn.'\
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LAND EMPIRE
Lorna Linda
Ronald
McDonald
House
Join West
End Animal
Shelter & HMC
Architects to
celebrate the
first phase of
building and
renovation
projects, to
make this community's shel\\est h1d . . hdtcr
ter state-of-theL-----------------------------------_Jartfordecades
to come. This event with consist of music, food, wine tasting, guest speakers, silent auction, and much more.
Date: Friday,June 26,2009 Time: 6-9p
Location: HMC Architects, Ontario
Tax-Deductible Donation: $150
RSVP by 6/12:909-947-3517 www.WestEndShelter.com
The Women Leaders Forum of the
Coachella Valley will host a luncheon
and pay tribute to its founder Mary T.
Roche, former mayor of Indian Wells
and 37th Senate District "Woman of
the Year."
For information about the Women
Leaders Forum of Coachella Valley,
visit www.wlfdesert.Ofl~·

People and Events

Walk in Relay for Kids-Raise money for the Lorna
Linda Ronald McDonald House.
The mission of the Ronald McDonald House of Lorna
Linda is to provide a "home away from home'' for families
of critically ill and injured children receiving medical
treatment at Loma Linda University Children's Hospital
and nearby medical facilities.
For more information about Loma Linda Ronald
McDonald House, visit www.llrmh.org or call (909) 5588300.

Palm Springs Unified School District breaks ground for
Painted Hills Middle School. The school is scheduled to
open in fall 2011, to ease overcrowding at Desert Springs
Middle School.
For more information about Palm Springs Unified
School District, visit www.psusd.us or call (760) 416-6000.
The Yucca Valley
Chamber of Commerce held
its 2009 Chamber Challenge
Golf Tournament. The day
was filled with great prizes,
atmosphere, and most
importantly it was a place
to network with local businesses and the Yucca Valley
Chamber of Commerce.
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Ronald Schmidt Joins
Desert Commercial Bank
Rc,pect..:d Los \ngeles-.1re<1 banker Ronald Schnudt, formerly
\\ llh BJ) Cities !\ational Bank m Redondo Beach. has been named
execut1ve \ 1cc prcsidentkh1ef credit officer at Dc~en Commerc 1ai
Bank (OTCBB:dchc). lie brings ncar!) 40 years of expencnce to the
Palm Desert based communlt) hank. much of it in credit admml<;tr,ltion and loan portfolio man.1gc
ment.
Schm1dt has served almost
17 years as a ch1cf credit oft 1cer
m coastal Southern C'ahlornra
banks, beginning in I992 \\ ith
Palos Verdes National B,mk .mtl
later, at Penin~ul<~ :"\o~twnal
Bank. He took the ~h1ef credit
officer rems at Ba) C'llles
:"\at10nal Bank 111 I Q95 .md
sta) ed until April of 2009. \\hen
he had the opportunity to he
reumted ..., ith long-time colleague Tony s .... art1, current
president and CEO of Desert
Commercial Bank.
The two executives worked
together for several years m
Ronald Schmidt
]
------------lAlaska.
Schmidt spent 17 years
there as a commercial loan officer and manager at ational Bank of
Alaska. a $1 billion bank headquanered in Anchorage. He \\as later
recruited by Alliance Bank to manage 1ts special assets division. taking on responsibilit) for a $500 million loan ponfolio created hy the
merger of five different banks.
At Desen Commercial Bank, Schmidt assumes responsibility for
managing all aspects of credit risk and loan administration. The business bank's diversified loan ponfolio includes a mix of constructiOn,
commercial real estate. agri-business and commercial/industrial
loans. It is the only locally owned bank with locations in both
Imperial and Riverside counties.
The Southern California native graduated from Chino High
School. He went on to cam his college degree at Pacific Lutheran
Univcrsit).

Temecula Valley Bancorp Report
Temecula Valley Bancorp Inc. (NASDAQ:TMCV). reported a
net loss of $36.2 million. or $3.61 per share, for the three months
ended Mar. 31, 2009, compared to net earnings of $1.5 million,
or $0.14 per share for the same period of 2008. Results were driven primaril y by loan loss provisions of $22.5 million. a decrease
in net interest income to $5.9 million due principally to an
increase in non accrual loans and the reversal of interest income
for new non accrual loans, and other losses related to deteriorating real estate and secondary market conditions.
Other first quarter 2009 htghlights include:
Total loans held in portfolio remained relatively flat at

$1.1 billion.
Total deposits increased nearly I Oo/c year-over-year to
$1.33 billion: while core deposits increased 5o/c over previous
quarter.
continued on pa~e 32

Why California Must Save Its
Educational System
B~ David W Srewart
Dean. Andenon Graduate School of Management
Uni\·er.\ity (~! Cal(fomia. Ri\·er.\ide

C'altforma 's budget cri~1s seem~ to grow worse h) the da).
The cnsis has given rise to the need for deep cuts in the
Call forma budget <Is well .1s the borro\\ mg of funds from local
governments. who face thei1 O\\ n budget problems
It is
mcvllable that there will be '>1gnif1eant economic pain before the
state nghts its budget. In the meantime, the state faces the need
for hard tradeoff\. In such an em Ironment the eas) route ts to call
for sacrifice, tr) to -,pread the pam evenly, and spare no one. Yet,
as any \\ ho has respons1hl) managed a budget kno\\ ' · <;orne
thmgs .trc more 1mportant than others. Even \\hen man) thmgs
arc Important. some arc ~1111 more imponant. So, what should be
at the top of the Jtq of pnonttes dunng a penod of budget con~tramh!

Some \\ ould argue that Ill\ estment in mfrastructure, roads,
hndges, and public \\Orks. are cnttcal to maintam quallt) of life
and stimulate the econom) Th1s is largely the philosoph) of the
Obama stimulus package . Others ..., ould argue health care 1s crit
ical. After all, a health) population is likely to be more productive than one that is not healthy. Sui! others would argue that pubhe safety should be at the top of the list hecau~e safety and security arc fundamental to the workmgs of a socit:ty. All of these
things are important. But in setting pnoritics it is important to
begin with an understanding of first causes, that is. what is it that
make!> every thmg cbe work.
In California, and in most modern societies, education is the
first cause. The success of California, and the wealth associated
with that success. has been dri,en by education. Silicon Valley
had its genesi!> in ~trong institution!> of higher education. An educated labor force was instrumental in California becoming a center of aerospace and defense industries. The emerging industries
in bio-technology and the life sciences have their roots in education. Even California's rise as a potent producer of agricultural
products was driven by the growth of agricultural education and
related research. California's rise as an economic power and as a
nation state has been a direct result of its investment in education.
Unfortunately. in recent years Californta has disinvested in education and the state's economic woes are. at least in part. a reflection of this lack of investment.
Education is a requisite for economic development; economic development is not possible without good education. A strong
educational system contributes to economic development,
increases productivity, and generates individual income.
Education drives innovation both because it makes direct contributions to the development of new ideas and because education
facilitates the acceptance and implementation of new ideas.
Education is also the strongest contributor to social mobility and
more equal dispersion of wealth within a society. These effects,
in turn. are associated with higher rates of economic growth.
Such growth drives the need for and revenue to develop infrastructure. Education drives healthier behavior and is also associated with lower rates of crime. Educatwn is the first cause of
much that we value as a society.
Let us hope that as choices arc made regarding budgets, pnoritics, and the hard choices related to resource allocatiOn that we
do not lose sight of the first cause.
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Forget the Economy - 3 Ways to Boost Sales NOW

1. Fight the "Power of
New":
Fancy marketing programs
or sales gimmicks arc not going
to help companies increase sales
in 2009. It's going to take good
ol' strong sales leadership and
coaching. Aggressive marketing
campaigns and big promotions
may give a company a shortterm boost in sales. but it will
not sustain the boost in sales
unless the company can sustain
the decrease in profit. The lead-

crs who are willing to do what
they know and fight the "power
of new" \viii truly win by
increasing sales. The "power of
new" is the thing when the leaders 1mplement a new program
and after 60 days the newness of
it has \vom otT and it starts to
look like a lot of work. This 1s
\\hen the idea and the implemcntation fade ,1\\ ay and the
team goes back to do111g what
they did before. Fighting the
"power of ncw" takes a strong
leader and comrnitrncnt to keepmg the team cxcitcd and motivated. Don't let your sales pro
gram go to the black hole of
great programs that fadc away.

2. Go back to the basics:
The key to success 111 sales
1s similar to sports. The trick
plays and last minute Hail Mary
passes don't \\111 games; rathcr
it is the execution and focus on
the basics of block111g. running
and tackling. In sales leadership. the basics arc coaching.
practicing and accountability.
Practice Program: Tum your
weekly sales meetings into
practice sessions. Commit to 45
minutes of practice to a selling
skill, not just product in formation. Fight the temptation to
assume that since your sales
teams have been selling for
years. the) don't need to practice. The difference bctv.ccn an
amateur and professional is not
their tenure but their commitment to practice and getting hetter! The top reps should practice
the most. Implement a daily
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role-play program. just likc a
golfer goes to the driving range
before ever) tournament, or
professional teams practice
before each game.
Coaching: Conduct weekly
one-on-one meetings with reps
and hold each person accountable to the needed activit) level
to ensure their success. In pro
fessional sport-... \\e hold the
superstars to higher standards
and expect more from them at
games and at practice. In sales
\\e should do the same. Don't
leave your superstars alone
because they "kno\v" what
they're doing. Remember. if
you aren't willing to invest in
mak 111g your top salesperson
better, someone else v. ill. The
greatest th111g a sales leader can
do for their sales team 1s hold
them accountable to getting the
next level and accept nothmg

Jcs-,.
Building the Bench: Start
building the bench by conducting weekly to bi-weekly mtcrviews to make sure you have the
best players on your team.
Focus your teams' efforts on
prospecting for new customer-,
and growing your existing customer base. Ask yourself:
"Knowing what I know today.
would I rehire this person for
my team?" If the answer is
"no," then do something about
it. Help the employee to become
the person you \\Ould hire, or
hire someone you know can
help your team. In this rceession
it's going to take great leaders to
make the tough decisions to

....n.

Hospitals Serving The Inland Empire
from fJt!ge 20

llu~pttal

Bv Nathan Jamail
Making 2009 the best year
in sales is easier than you may
think. Many companies arc having a good start and arc not
choosing to participate in the
"recession." They arc not using
blind optimism: rather they are
choosing to take control of their
company\ economy. The economy bct\\Ct.:n your cars \\ill
affect you and your company's
success more than the national
economy. A-.. soon as people
realize what they think and hm\
they act i-.. going to determine
their success much more than
what the ne\\s talks about. then
they can experience the same
lc\el of conlidencc and success
as those organizations or individuals who arc thriving in the
"recession." In business. just
like in life, people will get
exactly what they are willing to
accept. Don't accept less and
commit to gctting more. and
you and your team will.
There arc three areas to
focus on in order to make your
own economy:
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build a winning sales team.
3. Focus:
Focus can be your greatest
advantage. Many company
leaders and employees arc distracted by the constant bad news
of the economy. Usc the thstraction to your advantage. While
other organizatiOns w OIT)' about
hO\\ to hold out until thi~ "ceonomic downturn" 1s over, the
winn111g companies will focus
on hO\\ to take advantage of the
cuJTent economy .111d will
implement thc1r own "economic
stimulus package.'' Employees
arc looking for answers and
guidance on how they arc going
to succeed during these tough
times. The leader must show
their sales team how to create
their own succe-,s. Develop and
implement a plan th,ll hmvs
your team what they arc going
to do to increase their sales.
Many successful leader~ will
tell you that you can have more
success in a down economy
than an up econom). Th1s is
determ111ed by the focus of the
leaders. Dcterm111e your plan for
success and explam to your
team the why, and the how it
will be done.
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The economy can be the
greatest excuse for failure or the
greatest motivator to succeed.
The choice is yours!
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KTIE Radio 590 AM
Thursday Morning Drive, 5:00AM - 6:00AM
Challenging your thoughts in relation to business,
politics, economic conditions and the general
business life of San Bernardino and Riverside counties

Inland Empire Business Journal
and Bill Anthony

The Institut(• for Women Entrepreneurs (IWE), under the
leadership and dlrt•ction of Sallie Sahnas. has been named the
Women's Business Center of Excellence. This selectwn was
announced b) D1strict Director J. Adalhcrto QUJjada who stated,
"Sallie Sal mas thrh cs on making \\Omen entrepreneurs -,uccccd and
by acceptmg no excuses from anyone who comes to the center Sallie
and the !WE arc surpassing all expectations."
The !WE is a non-profit organizauon which provides business
development sen 1ccs mcluding personalized business consult mg.
techmcal training. mentonng and support needed to start and grow
successful busincs~cs. The !WE opened in 2006. partnering with the
SBA, community leaders, women's associations and business organlzattons to make a difference 111 the community. The contnbution the
IWE makes is C\ 1dcnt in its results. The !WE has successfully tramed
over 5.890 entrepreneurs this )Car. cxcccdmg a growth benchmark b)
200% and created economic impact of over $6 million.
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zinc,
located in San Juan
Capistrano, has been named Small
contmuedjro~n PI:: IS
Business Joumaltst of the Year.
District Director J Adalhcrto Quijada announced her selectiOn st,lt
mg. ''!char is a Journalist , a reporter, an entrepreneur and ,1 tirclcs:;
advocate for \\omen 111 busmcs~ \\hose miss1on is to make a diflcrcncc." !char v. .ts selected from a group of nominees not on!) for her
entrepreneurial and joumali~tic success, but for her passiOn and talents as an advocate .md .tctl\ ist. For over two decades, !char has been
a tireless promoter of educating <md raismg awareness of the contributions small businesses generate to the economy and finding media
platforms to highlight and feature local entrepreneurs v.ho arc making a difference .
Robert T. Uro\\-n, ow ncr of Robert Thomas Brown Compan)
(RTBC). has been named the Vetcr<~n Small Business Champ1on of
the Year. Dtstrict D1rector J. Adalhcrto Quijada announced his selection and commended him for h1~ commitment to imprO\c the Ji,cs of
veterans ,md mcreasc opportumt1es through h1s \>ork
Robert Thomas Brov. n Com pan; ''as established m 19S4 and
was certified m 1990 as a CA Disabled Veteran Busines~ l:nterpnsc.
Brown \\ .ts one of the firo;t Scrv1cc Disabled Veterans (SD\') to certify his com pan) with the State of California. RTBC is a professional consulting pract1cc focusmg on technology, cnginccnng. manufacturing. human resources and trainmg. RTBC employs onl) disabled
or wounded v. amors.
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The Orange County Small Business Development Center
(OCSBDC). under the din.•ctwn of Lc1la Mozaffari, has been named
the Small Business Development Center of Excellence. Th1s sclec
tlon was announced by District Director J. Adalbcrto Quijada. who
stated, "The Orange Count) SBDC. under Leila MozafTari's leadership. is the resource that busmcss owners can count on to ensure that
their entrepreneurial dreams become a reality."
Considered one of the best-managed centers in California, the
Orange County SBDC provides local small busmesscs a one-stop
source for technical assistance. access to fimmcing, business development. international business resources. education and traming. Its
programs arc offered in English, Spanish and Vietnamese and scn·c a
very diverse clientele; 5:VYc of the center\ clients are women. 63o/t
are minorities and X% arc veterans.

MentiOn thiS ad for a free consultation

Robert L. Farnsworth, founder and CEO of Sonnet
Technologies, Inc .. m Irvine. has been named the Exporter of the
Year. He was selected and complimented for his understanding and
cominued Oil page 39
leadership in international business.
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Florence Express .. tourist .lttractions arc within

w.atk
mg distance of our hotel I he
contll/uedfrom pg -1?
\\'estern ExcelsiOr Florence, an
undisputed masterp1ec.e m lh own nght. It v.as important for our
group to sta) at a hotel and he ~urrounded b) the nc.h h1stof) of the
cit) ll1e hotel 1s found 111 Ptazza Ognissanll and is JU~t moments
away from the marvel.., ol Florence: the Rcna1ssancc churches of
Santa :\lana Novella, San I.oren10 and the Duomo; the exquisite
Piazza della Signona, the l fliZJ Gallery and the finest masterpieces
of Italian painting from Botllcclli to R.tffacllo, Giotto to Leonardo da
Vinci; picturesque Ponte Vecchio and its fabled jewelers and leatherwork boutiques. From the windows one can sec a breathtaking view
of the old bridge that stretches from the R1vcr Amo. the winding
medieval streets that surround the town and v1cv. s of the panoram1c
Tu can countryside -catch the sunset if you arc able-it's spectacular! Named one of the top 75 hotels m Europe b) Conde ast
I'ravelcr, guests can enJoy the p1ano har, the Mediterranean restau
rant, and the Westm K1ds Club. Th1s five-star hotel abo offer... 24hour room service, babysitting and hJs an ons1tc health club complete
\\ Jth s,lUna. pcuzn .md beauty treatments. The serv1ce v. as impeccable and the staff extremeI) fncndly. fhe \\estern Excelsior Florence
ts decorated m I 'ith century elegance with ,mtJqucs, fine fabnc..,,
hcaullful woodwork and marble floror-, and is considered a
Renaissance palace on the River Amo. An added plus is that it 1s
located only four miles from the airport g1vmg us extra time to
enjoy Horcncc before v. c had to sa) our good byes.
Florence is one of the v. or! d's most beautiful cities. and hopdul1) our next vtslt v. Ill allov. more time to discO\ cr the seven centuries
of noble histor) . You t.annot do th1s in tv. o tht) s, but we gave it our
best shot.

RICK SHOUP NAMED CEO OF
BIG BEAR LAKE RESORT ASSOCIATION
Joyce Reed. president of the Big Bear Lake Resort Association.
announced the appointment of Rick Shoup as the Resort
Association's new CEO. Shoup replaces Ken Brengle. who mformcd
the board of his resignation earlier last month. Brengle. who has an
extensive background in Ch,unbcr of Commerce management, has
accepted the position of CEO of the r7.'r.f;:"~Rrclln ..Wrll'1~iiii'1
Torrance Chamber of Commerce
"We thank Ken for the profcs
siona!Jsm and gro\\ th that his leadership has prm 1dcd the RA" Reed
said. "We are thrilled to have Rick
step in ,md continue to huild on that
success." Since 1992 Shoup has
been the president of The Ad\ icc
Group. a marketing consulting fim1
located in Sherman Oaks. He facilItated the planning of the Resort
Association before its inception in
1994, and has worked as its market
mg consultant since 1996. Prior to
h1s Advice Group endca\'ors hcL_
Rick Shoup
worked as a senior executive for major L.A. advertising agencies.
"We interviewed all potential candidates within the organization
and determined Rick's depth of experience as a marketer and manager. along with his knO\\ ledge of the RA. make him an excellent
chOice that will provide us with a seamless transition,'' added Reed .
"I an1 looking fomard to leading the continued development and
growth of the RA," Shoup said. "I am eager to become more involved
in the Big Bear community."
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internatiOnal marketplace.
''I ha\ e a great lm c tor the
cominunifrom p~. 1
Inland Emptre, and I ~ec the promi~e of intemaltonal tr.tdc:· Sharp told a gathermg of more than 225
bu~iness and go,ernment leaders. "That ~~ our 'ision, .tnd that ts
our dream." Sharp has been '' ith Arro\\ head Credtt Cnton for 27
) cars. buildmg it from six branches ;md assets of S5R million to 26
offices and assets of more than SI btllion. AITO\\hcad Credit Union
nO\\ scnes more than 154.000 members in both Inland counties.
Sharp abo has a long his tor) of civtc tn\ olvemcnt. I Ic is a past
chairman of Inland Acllon. which advocates on behalf of the Inland
area in front of state and national leaders. and chairs the board of
the Inland Empire Economic Partnership. Sharp satd internatiOnal
trade can help local businesses buttress thcmseh cs against a difficult U.S. cconom) in the short term and abo ensure long-h!ml cconomtc gnH\ th. "We are silting on a \\Orld-class, just-m-timc deli'en sYstem here in the Inland Empire." Sharp satd. "We haYc C\Cr)thin,; ,, c need to make this a real auractl\ c place for international
trade"' and manufacturing."
Gar) o, itt. chairman of the San Bemardmo Count) Board of
conflllliCd on page 3\i
Supcn isors. pratscd Sharp for hts

Larry Sharp ...

Temecula Valle_\'...

•The balance of loans lJO da;s
or more past due and ~till .tc~:nting
cominuedfmm p~. 27
\\,ts at Lero for the ql!artcr
Total non interest expense \Vas essential!; flat at S 11.7
million despite achic' ing a 25c;- reduct ton in ,:year O\ cr year
salaries and cmpiO) cc benefits expense. The effect of this
improvement \\as negated b) increased loan collection .md REO
related expenses.
.
• The compan) significantly expanded the s11c and scope of
its Special Assets Group (SAG), charged with managmg the col
leclton activity of all SBA. c~mventional and OREO portfoliOs
Frank Bastrico. chief exccuttvc officer of Temecula Valley
Bancorp. said. "Although the economy and real cstat~ markets
remain challenging. we continued to make progress thts quarter
against our stratcgtc plan to dcleverage our balance ~heet.
i;creasc dcposlls. maintain solid liquidity and reduce our costs.
As part of thts effort. \\c've taken a number of steps intended to
di\<ero.,Jf) our sources of stable funding. reduce classifted assets.
shrink our land and construction loans and strengthen our abilit)
to collect on cxtsting loans
cominued on pa~e 39
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MANAGEMENT
Is Your Company Stuck in the Muck?
B_v Georf?e Hedley

Is your bu~incss growing
and giving you the results you
wanted \\hen you first started
your cntrcprcncunal JOUrney''
Or arc you stuck in the muck
and can't seem to get moving'!
As small companies begin to
grov.. they get bogged down. htt
challenges, and find roadblocks
that hold them back . These
include lack of tunc, energy,
mone). people, and customers
Many business O\\ ners sta) par
alyzed forever and can't let go
or grow. They feel they have to
make every decision and hold
tight to the controls
The typical entrepreneurial
progressiOn:

5. Company Owner - Opportunity Seeker
4. SystematiZed and Organized Company
3. Entrepreneur - Busmcss
Builder and Gro\\ mg
2. Small Busmess 0\\ ncr Hands-on Controller and Supcrvtsor
1. Worker
Employee Manager
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Before small business ov.ncrs start thetr companies, they're
usually competent employees or
managers doing a great job for
their boss. as shown on Level I.
They're
responsible
and
accountable, hard workers, and
dream about the da) they can
start their own company. Then it
finally happens! They get bitten
by the "E" bug ("E" is for
Entrepreneur) and make a deciston to go into busmess for
themselves. The newly minted
entrepreneurs
suddenly
announce they have quit their
jobs to start thctr own compantes. After the initial shock,
many ask where this nc\\ entrepreneur will find the mone) to
get started. attract customers,
hire good employees, and pay
the bills. Without fear. the nc\\
entrepreneur
says:
"Don't

worry. I'll figure it out!"
After the entrepreneur gets
infected, he starts his company
and steps up to Level 2 as a
small busmess owner. Here he ts
in charge of every decision and
fully in control of every movmg
part of the company. He super
vises evef) llltlc ttcm , transaccustomer,
proposal,
tion,
invoice, vendor, and employee.
He is the busmcss and wtthout
him, there is no business.
Bill started his successful
manufacturing business seven
years ago. It grew quickly to $1
million in sales with 15 employees. Then it stopped growmg
and his profits began to shrink.
He was stuck at Level 2. When
his company was smaller. it was
easier for him to act as the rmgleader. process the work now.
and meet with customers to keep
them happy. But nO\\ he had to
work harder and harder to keep
his company above water.
Bill was frustrated and needed help While he had managers
and key employees. he didn't
delegate much responsibility.
He was still approvmg every
estimate, purchase. shipment,
order. and personnel move.
When he started his company,
he had time to find new customers. manage the \\ork, and
make sure everythmg \\Cnt ''ell.
But now that \\asn 't happenmg,
and customers were demanding
better prices and faster service.
Btll was stuck, and hts old ways
of running the bus mess wcrcn 't
working.

Most small business owners get stuck forever.
Most entrepreneurs remain
sole practitioners and stay at
Level 2 forever The; grow to
two men and a truck or to etght
employees at one localton And
others grow to three managers
and 20 employees. But when the
company gcb to a level \\here
the business owner can't control
cverythmg anymore. it gets

stuck and stops gro\\ ing r hey
know they need to do something
different, let go. hire better people, delegate, install S) stems,
find better customers. tmprovc
services, or find more hours in
the day. But they don't know
what to do next, get frustrated,
and exclaim: "HELP 1 I can't get
my business to work!"
Get unstuck!
When you get stuck, you
hate to going to work because
you have more demands and
pressures than you can handle.
So what should you do to get
unstuck and grow your business?
I . Refocus on \\hat you
want! Stop and remember your
original dream of owning a
growmg and prosperous company that achteves ) our 'tsion and
goals, is organized. profitable,
has lots of great customers, is
run b) your empo\\ ercd man
agcment team, and gives )oU
freedom and time to enjoy your
life.

2. Realize you arc a busmess
builder! You will never reach
your goals if you don't grow.
Arc you too busy working to
make any money? To gro\\,
you 'vc got to let go. delegate.
and do what you do best.
Gro\\ th starts with customers
who \\ant what you sell. And
you arc the best salesperson in
your company. You must make
lime to go out and build relationships \\ith loyal customers
plus lind new ones.

3. Replace yourself with
systems! In order to delegate to
your team. )OU need S) stems
and procedures m place that
don't rely on you dictatmg and
dircctmg every move and dcctsion on evef) transaction. Put
your standards on paper and
train your people to follow
them. This is how you get

beyond YOU as the business.
Systems allow you to get out of
doing .md supervising work, and
create ttmc to make building
your business the top priority.

4. Hire the best! Now that
you know where you arc going
and ha\e systems 111 place, you
can start to bUJid a strong management team prepared to take
) our company to the next level.
Good people \\ tthout written
system~ can't do a great job
without your constant input.
5. Enjoy the ride 1 With your
company organized and gro\\ing, you can now focus on creating more opportunities for your
business to prosper and grow.
As Btll\ compan) gre\\, he
learned to delegate more responsibtlity to his management team
As they stopped relying on Bill
to make decisions for them, the)
started to see the company's
potential. and got excned about
their ne\\ roles and responsibtlittes. In order to grow. the) next
needed to standardize their oper,ttional systems. Now with man.tgcrs 111 charge. they would have
to get cvef)'One tramcd to do
thmgs the same \\a) through
specific systems and procedures. As his managers began to
install systems. Bill gained more
free time to meet wtth cxtsting
and potential customers and
look for better \\ ays to serve
them. He also began looking for
opportunttics to expand b)
offering new services and products. Profits began to nsc. hts
equity and net worth grc\\, and
free time became more available. Bill had gotten out of the
muck and his business \\as
working!
To get unstuck. \\hat wtll
)OU do differently \\ith your
time to get )Our busmcss to
deliver exact!) what you \\ant?
Decide what you 'II do to make

continued on page 39
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MANY THANKS TO OUR GENEROUS SPONSORS!
fhe proceeds from the 2009 Wine Extravaganza and Gold Medal Showcase will go to
ocndit the Unforgettables Foundation. For m~m) families. the angutsh and h:arthrcak of a
child's death ts accompanied b) the additional burden of linanctalmcapactt). These
proceed., and donation' will help to financial!) assbt families with l~mitcd ~esourecs to
offset the cost of final arrangements. Please patronize these outstandmg busmesscs \\ ho
ha>e made thts e' ent a great success!
DIAMOND SPONSOR
Zigari™, Cigar & Lounge

GOLD SPONSOR
S. Roberts Foundation
O'Reill) Public Relations
Premier Sen tcc Bank
Prime Ilcalthcarc Sen ices
Richard and Ellie Bennett
Tilden-Coil Constructors

~laf)

BRONZE SPONSOR
SILVER SPONSOR
Couh Heating and Cooling. Inc.
Arlington ~1ortuary
Stronghold Engmeering. Inc.
Columb1a Steel. Inc.
Thomas \1illcr l\1ortuan
Desert View Funeral I lome
Qualit) Pnntmg .
:\1c:--leame) Famil) \tortuaf)
Stong Suret)

RESTAURANTS
We would ltke to thank the follow mg restauranh and caterers
of the donation of thctr time and efforts. but most
importantly for the1r exquisite food.

t.

Antonino's Ristorante Italiano
8045 Vinevard Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 917 30
P: 909-941-0047

Redhill BBQ
XIll Foothtll Bh d.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
P: 909 929-9558

Graber Olive House
315 E. 4th Street
Ontario. CA 91764
P: 909-98"~- 1761

Rosa's
-125 •. Vine) ard A\ enue
Ontano. CA 91764
P: 909-937-1220

Haandi Restaurant
7890 Haven Ave., Ste 15-16
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730
P: 909-581-1951

Saffron Catering
161 West Fourth Street
Pomona. CA 91766
P: 909-622-3737

New York Grill
950 Ontano Milb Dri>e
Ontario, CA 91764
P: 909-987 -192X

The Chain Smoker BBQ
Ed Bell Catering
P: 951 685-0276
Vince's Spaghetti
8241 Foothill Blvd.
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730
P: 909-981-1003

...
The 1~Annual Wine F..,;:travagant.a
2009 Gold Medal Showcase a: Auc11on

Jum: 2009
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RESTAURANT

TAPS Fish House & Brewery
By
Still thinking rlhout a dish I
had about a yc,u .tgo, we rc\ isited TAPS Fish House &
Brewer) and ordered the mtso
mannated pan roasted Chilean
sea bass wuh Japanese sticky
rice. sauteed spinach with red,
green and yellow pepper jam.
It tasted exactly the same
delicious!
TAPS" menu blends together the fa,ors of France, Asta
and ew Orleans m a celebration of fresh seafood, U.S.
Chotec steaks and thtck chops.
TAPS Fish House & Brewcf)
has two locations-one m Brca
whtch debuted in 1999 and the
Corona locatiOn-the one I will
describe. It is a 17.500-squarc
foot restaurant which scats
around 500 and is located at
The Promenade Shops at Dos
Lagos. The restaurant has so
many nooks and crannies
which offers private dining for
small and large groups--creating
an
mttmatc
dining
ambiance in a large facility. In

lw~rid

add!lton, this restaurant has .t
14--,eat oyster bar, lounge, live
cntcrtamment, eight flat screen
TVs, four ftreplaces, and a
cigar friendly heated patio. The
atmosphere ts very pleasing hut
the food is divine. Give crcd11
to the brainchild or proprietor
Joe Manzella who wanted to
create dishes he loved 111 Nev.
Orleans, Seattle and San
Francisco. The flavors at TAPS
Is definitely a team effort and it
shows. TAPS serves generous
portions. spectalizmg m fresh fish
hand cut dail), a
varied selection of
just harvested oysters, steaks, and
even hand-thrown
ptzzas.
Obviously from
11s name, TAPS ts
known for its beers
which are brewed
on stte. The brewmastcr, Victor
Novak,
creates its brews,
Importing grains and hops from

Antlwnv
Engl..tnd and German). TAPS
ha-, won 30 awanls ranging
from the Los Angeles Count)
and California State f'atrs to the
Gre.tt American Beer Festival
and the World Beer Cup . If you
arc so inclined, you may take
TAPS' beers home in a Mounce growler available for
sale
However. if wine ts your
chotec, the selection is also significant. TAPS' wme list has
received the Wme Spectator
Award
of
Excellence for the
last eight years
Over 165 domestic
and
imported
wines, pnccd from
$27 to $500 arc
stored in a climatecontrolled, custom
built wine bin vtsible from the entry.
Wine lockers arc
also available for guests. TAPS

GALLEANO WINERY

ll
New York Grill'"

We can custom
design a label just
for you using:
Photos, Logos,
Colors, Im: itations,
Themes.

950 Ontario Milh Drive, Ontano
Moo/ Thur u:3o a.m.-9:30p.m.
Fri II:3o a.m.- xo:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m.- xo:3o p.m.
Sun 4:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended

h's New York wtth<lUt the attitude! Thts award-wmnmg

\\ eddmgs • Annt\ ersaries

restaurant ts where famous tare ts finely defined. Our menu

Birthdays • Spectal bents

chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood

Graduations • Holiday · Gifts
1

Wine Tasting Available Daily

spectalties. )om us for Jazz in our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed arrtst> have made us the Inland Empire's most
inttmare Jazz experience! We rake care of every detail with

For more information about
Jerry D .•\lfead\ New World
Intemalional Wine Competition
visit www.nwiwc.com.

thinks of everything!
Thetr Sunday Jazz Brunch
f~xtra> aganza is something not
to be mtssed. It is served from
10:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. and
the cost is $29.95 per person.
The selection is endless. Their
decadent desserts arc even prepared on premise by their
Executive
Chef
Ncbon
Banllas-a perfect \\<I)' to conclude an enjoyable lunch, din
ncr or brunch.
Ltve mus1c is offered on
'I hursda) and Friday nights
(playoff games, etc. take precedent, hov.cver. so check beforehand). Pnvate dinmg rooms
arc available for wedding
receptions, company luncheons
and meetings. Located on 2745
Lakeshore Drive in Corona,
call (951) 277-5800 for reservatiOns or vtsit www.tapsfishhouse.com TAPS IS opened for
lunch, dinner and Sunday
brunch.

THE HISTORIC

features prime steab, Australian lobster tat!, garlic roo:u;tcd
For more information about
The Unforgellables Foundation
visit www.theunforgettables.com.

REV][EVV

innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wme sdection and entertainment

tO

comple-

ment your dinmg expenencc - and discover our magnificent banquet moms, perfect for hosting your next event.

4231 \Vine\ille Road
Mira Lorna, CA 91752
(951) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180
www.gallea no winery. com
rourthc Historic\\ InC!) "cckcnds from 2 00 pm to 4·00 pm or b) appointment
l isted m the ~ational Rcgt~tcr of ll!stoncal Place'
~---------------------------

Jll
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Top Health Care Medical Clinics/Groups in The Inland Empire
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d1ately rehired at then pre\ 1ous
salaries.

it has become the yearly norm for Regents to appr<l\c
double dig1t student fcc increases.
despite the state's budget deficit. Regents frequently proVIde exorbitant pay hikes for top executives. rcsultmg 111 SB 217
(2009).
employees have heen retaliated agamst for repnrt111g
\\.astc. fraud. and ahuse and gl\ en no legal protections, resulting
111 SB 219 (2009)

with the stories, events

some campuses have contracted\\ Hh businesses th.tt ha\c
\ iolated \\.age and hour !,1v. s and failed to put contracts out to a
compct1t1\e b1ddmg process, rcsultmg in SB 1596 (200X).
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People, Places...

Realt:~· announced the openmg of
Phase
Ill at Jess Ranch
cmllmuedfrom P!!.· 23
Marketplace. a 194.633 squarefoot addition to the premier regional shopping center located a
few minutes southwest of downto\\.n Apple Valley.
Strategically located cast of 111-15 at the crossroads of Jess
Ranch and Bear Valle) Roads. Jcs-, Ranch Marketplace sits
next to a strong performing Target store ............. Altura Credit
Lnion has named Corona res1dent Kathy Thayer as its controller. She takes O\er the role for Hugo Silva who v..as promoted to chtef financial officer last ) ear. She earned her master's 111 business administratiOn from the Cni\crslty of
LaVerne.

Create an
for your business,

for the past several years. the Regents have 111creasingl)
contracted out the m,magemcnt on the L'C Retirement Plan to a
number of high-priced pension consultants and monc) management firms. rather than st1ck to the decades-old and high!) sue
ccssful practice of using professional un1versit) fin am. ial staff to
trade stocks themseh cs.

I want to subscnbe to the Inland Empire Busmess journal

DOne year $24 annual subscripoon 0 Two Year $48 -Includes 2009
0 My check is enclosed

Phone: (909) 483-4700
Fax: (909) 483-4705

D Charge to my credit card:

Book of Usts (A $30 Value)
D Master Card

D V1sa

Exp.Date - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Credit Card N o . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ___________________________________
~~wre

Com~~------------------------------------

Mailing Address
P.O. Box 1979
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729

Name ____________________________________

Joining the legislators in support of the Constitutional change
are the Associated Students of the University of Californta
(Davis). American Federation of State, County. and Municipal
Employees (AFSCME). L'nivcrsity Professional and Tcchn1cal
Employees (UPTE). University Council of the American
Federation of Teachers (UC-AFT). California Nurses Association
(C A). and ScrvtC\: Employees Trades Council (SETC).

Add~s ---------------------------------C ity/State ------------------------------------

Business Address
2910 E. Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 107
Ontario, CA 91764

a number of the management contracts of the retirement
plan ha\e been <mardcd to firms O\\ned h) members of the UC
Investment Ad\ isor) Commlltce.

LP-------------------------------~n~------------------------------------

-------------------------------·

A.1semhlyman l\'e.1tande proudly .lenes the commzmitie1 of
Canyon Lake, Indian We/1.1. I.ake El.1inore, Moreno \'alley.
Murrieta. Palm De.1ert, Rancho \1irage. Rirenide. Temcc ulct,
Perris. Wildomar, Winclte.l/er, Mcnijee. Hemet, An:a. /dr//11 ild,
Bermuda Dune.\, Mountain Center, and Woodcre.1t.

Core/and...

assets as well as its current service
platfom1 enable the finn to cuscolltlllued from pg. 2
tomi1e a strateg) that best suits
each asset, regardless of the propert) type and status."
Corcland's principals and co-founders Galentine and Hite founded the firm in 1990 and \\. orked with numerous financial institutions
and venture funds to manage and reposition a variety of real estate
assets in the last do\\.ntum. Galentine was appointed state court
receiver for more than 200 properties over this period.
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"Deeply Rooted: Unconventional
Farmers in the Age of Agribusiness,"
By Lisa M. Hamilton: Counterpoint,
Berkeley. California; 2009: 3 I 2 pages; $25.00.
More than 35 years ago I sat
in an introductory economics
class in the northeastern United
States. listening to a man who
was to become one of the foremost economists in the world.
His subject was the economic
strengths of America. It took
him no more than 30 seconds to
get to the heart of his topic for
the day. It took me 15 seconds
to mentally reject what he was
saying, but. .. it always stayed
with me.
As the years passed. I came
to the conclusion that he was
probably right, and, in my literally sophomoric way, I was
very wrong.
He quoted
Nebraska
Congressman
William Jennings Bryan. who
was better known for his
"Cross of Gold" speech and his
prosecutorial work at the socalled "Scopes Monkey Trial."
Although Bryan was a brilliant
orator and Democrat politician
from the heart of Midwestern
fann country during the early
20th Century, I'd nearly forgotten him. Strangely enough, Lisa
Hamilton cited the same quote,
and in the same context, as my
college economics professor
did more than three decades
ago. This time it has become a
lot easier to accept. Here's what
he said:
"1be great cities rest upon
our broad and fertile prairies.
Bum down your cities, and
leave our fanns, and your cities
will spring up again as if by
magic; but destroy our fanns,
and grass will grow in the
streets of every city in the

country."
The point of the quote, the
professor's lecture, and the
book, are all pretty much the
same. The heart of what
America has to offer both the
world and ourselves isn't based
on manufacturing, drilling, dig-

BOOK-SHELF

~-------------------

ging, transmission lines. computer chips. or softv. are. What
makes our mega-cities possible
is food from throughout the
United States and elsewhere in
the western hemisphere. And.
when famine stalks the planet,
all eyes tum to America. What
they arc increasingly seeing is a
possible global disaster.
Author Hamilton cites a 70ycar-old quote by Milo Reno,
who was at the time the president of the National Farmers'
Holiday Association. Reno stated. "We arc simply demanding
the same consideration for our
industry that is cheerfully conceded to every other industry.
We assume for ourselves the
right to obtain this consideration in the same way other
institutions obtain theirs; that
is. to refuse to deliver the products of our farms for less than
production costs." Hamilton
points out that the farmers have
failed every time they have
tried to achieve this goal. She
goes on to note that small farmers have failed for several reasons, including the fact that
they are steadfastly independent operators.
By the 1960s, not even farm
co-ops could make much of a
dent in the problem because the
agribusiness giants were able to
take over huge market shares.
Hamilton relates that, "even if
ten thousand [farmers] refuse to
sell their grain or livestock,
there will be another hundred
thousand that will sell theirs."
In 1961, when asked if he
feared the impact of an impending strike by the National
Fanners Organization, an executive from the meatpacker
Swift & Co. replied, "It wouldn't be a drop in the bucket."
The book's strong suit isn't
in facts and figures and the
author's advice. It rests on her

inten iev. s \\ ith indi\ idual
small farmers\\ ho have dtscovered n1che markets in which
they can compete against the
giant agribusiness corporations.
It offers stories of how
small farmers can lobby
Congress and state legislatures.
especially when their interests
and the interests of agribusiness
giants conllict. Most readers
don't realize that large dairy
farms. for example. arcn 't simply 500 milk cows with cas)
access to pasture and barns the
size of football fields. They are
2.000 - 5,000 cows living in

several football fteld \tled
barns that one of the small
farmers (46 cov. s) calls "penitentiaries" v. here they arc
locked up all da) and all night.
"Deeply Rooted" holds up a
mHror to the new faces of
agribusiness. Some arc weathered and renect the determination to retain whatever mdcpendence they sttll have.
Others present a false front of a
farmer who "just grov. through
good management." We should
study both faces carefully. This
book will help.
-- Hcnr) lloltzman

(Bestselling Business Books)
Here are the current top 10 bestselling books for business. The
list is compiled based on information received from retail bookstores throughout the U.S.A.

1. "Outliers: The Story of Success," by Malcolm Gladwell
(Little.Brown & Co ... $27.99) (I)*
Why the cause of success can be linked to where you were born.
2. "Suze Orman's 2009 Action Plan," by Suzc Orman (Spiegel &
Grau ... $9.99) (2)
Suze offers her classic advice for survival in tough times.
3. ''Street Fighters: The Last 72 Hours of Bear Stearns, the
Toughest Firm on Wall Street," by Kate Kelly (Penguin Group.
$25.95)**
Why the toughest kid on the block couldn't assure survival.
4. "The Great Depression Ahead: How to Prosper in the Crash
Following the Greatest Boom in History," by Harry Dent (Simon
& Schuster) (3)
How to survive the real economic land mines of mid-2009.
S. "Bad Money, Reckless Finance, Failed Politics, and the Global
Crisis of American Capitalism," by Kevin Phillips (Penguin
Group ... $25.95) (5)
How the global economy dropped into an intensive care situation.
6. "Hot, Flat, and Crowded: Why We Need a Green Revolution •
and How It Can Renew America," by Thomas L. Friedman (Farrar,
Straus and Giroux ... $27.95) (4)
Why and how "green alternatives" can save the planet and the USA.
7. "Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity,"
by David Allen (Viking Pcnguin ... $15.00) (9)
Relaxation is the author's secret to increased productivity.
8. "Strengths-Based Leadership," by Tom Rath and Barry Conchie
(Gallup Press ... $24.95) (7)
Strengths that build better leaders and more committed followers.
9. ''Lords of Finance: The Bankers Who Broke the World," by
Liaquat Ahamed (Penguin Group ... $32.95) (5)
How four bankers after World War I set the stage for disaster.
10. "House of Cards: A Tale of Hubris and Wretched Excess on
Wall Street," by William D. Cohan (Knopf Doubleday ... $27.95) (8)
How Bear Steams couldn't fail to make money until it did.

*(I) --Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
** --Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.
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How to Keep ...

46TH ANNUAL...

Skinner Plant...

continued from PK. 7
and simpl) v. ritten. In it include
procedures for handling every
imaginable scenano, including
family
cmcrgenctcs.
Ask
employees for their ideas for
the manual so they feel a sense
of ownership with the company.
Additionally, help cmplo)ees feel involved by having regular meetings where everyone
can voice their opinions and
concerns This has an added
benefit in that the company can
gain valuable infonnation about
products and concerns that will
hurt the bottom hnc. Also, host
special employee c•cnts where
the family can be mvohed,
such as p1cnics, fairs. workshops. etc. The more sense of
"family" you can create, the
more productive people will be.
Finally. have a designated
charity where people can
donate both money and time.
This helps each person to sec
the larger picture. Research
indicates that people feel better
and have better lives when they
volunteer. It also helps the company's bottom hne b) increasing employees' performance
and demonstrating to the community that the company cares.

commued from p~. 31
Sonnet Technologies, Inc.
is a world-class computer hardv.arc upgrade company wnh a
product lme featuring .1 range of
reliable storage solutiOns for
professional users of Macmtosh ,
Windov. and UNIX systems in
the film, vtdco and broadcast
industries. The company was
founded in 1986 and has pioneered and brought to market
innovative
solutiOns
that
enhance the performance and
connccuvity of Macmtosh and
mdustry-standard computers.
While economic forces have, m
recent times. forced many small
businesses to close, Sonnet ha~
maintained steady re\cnues
through its far-reaching sales
successes.

continued from p~. 3
features 462 sun-tracking stations, each supporting I0 230'"' att panels. Each station of panels, wetghmg about 40 pound
apiece, will generate about
5,000 kilov.att hours of electricit) a year. The stations employ a
tracking system that allov.s the
panels to follow the sun's path
from cast to west, producing 25
percent more power than fixed
panels.
Man said the $10 mi lit on
solar-generatmg facility is
expected to pay for itself in stx
to eight years or sooner, as the
solar generation faciltty v.ould
operate during peak demand
periods when electric it) costs
arc the highest. Metropolitan
v. ill rccetve more than $5 million m rebates from Southern
California Edison during the
first five years of operation.

Keep 'Em Happy; Keep
'Em Working
When workers feel that they
are a dynan1ic and essential part
of the team, they arc more productive and willing to go the
extra mile for their customers
and co-workers. Therefore.
give praise openly. set goals
appropriate to the work. and
always take your employees·
needs seriously. By respecting
and listening to your staff.
you'll be giving them the motivational push they need to stay
loyal and committed to the
company's goals. And when
you have a happy and productive workforce that is eager to
contribute, your company can
weather any economic storm.
For more information l"i.1it:
www.Livjn~Farm.org or cull:
231-924-2401.

Bryan J. Zatica. president
and
CEO
of
Macro-ZTcchnology. in Santa Ana, has
been
named Region
IX
Entrepreneurial Success A\~ard
v. inner. This a\•ard is presented
to a firm that began as a small
business and grew to a large
business while utiliting SBA
programs and services. Winners
in this category compete at the
district. regional. and national
levels.
Macro-Z-Technology is a
multi-discipline construction
company. It started as a homebased business in 1989 with two
employees and was funded with
a $10,000 loan. In two decades,
MZT has grown into a company
with annual revenues of $3 I
million and 265 employees.
The company has grown from a
specialty subcontractor to a
prime contractor that has earned
approximately $346 million dollars in revenue since its inception. The company is headquartered in Santa Ana. with offices
in Kent, WA. Boise, ID. and
several job site locations
throughout the western United
States.
For more information ahout
this event. contact Jennifer Hoff
at (951) 781-2345. ext. 246 or
jhq(f@jesmallbusinw.com.

Temecula Valley ...
cominued from pg. 3 2
through our nev.ly expanded
Special Assets Group. At the
same time, we are continuing
to move forward with Stifel.
Nicolaus & Co. on exploring
capital alternatives, and we
hope to reach the end of that
process in the near future if
the opportunities we've identified progress. We have also
submitted a new capital raising plan to our regulators and
are working closely with them
to ensure that Temecula Valley
Bank is taking all of the necessary steps to enhance its
strength. security and performance."
Marty Plourd. president
and COO. said. "Our increase
in deposits - which grew by
$36 million since year end.
despite the current unfavorable economic cnvironmcntrctlccts the success of our
efforts to return to our roots as
a traditional communityfocused bank. one that puts the
needs and interests of our
local customers before anything else."
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A PLU CARPET CARE
16616 AJ!IITRIDGE ST
HESPERIA. CA 92:14~

ABC EXPERTS
14075 BANCROfT COURT
R>NTANA. CA 92336
ACCESSIBLE DISABILITY
ACCOMMODATION
10660 OHIO ST.
LOMA LINDA. CA 91354
ADCO ADVERTISING
51471 OREGON TRAIL
MORONGO VALLEY. CA
922S6
ADM SUPPLIES
130119 PEYTO DR.

S1C. C229
CHINO HILLS. CA 91709
AMJAD FARHA GROUP
INCJLAFARGE PLAZA
308 WEST STATE ST
S'IC.IC
REDLANDS. CA 92373
ARROW TRANSMISSION
SERVJCE
9353 8TII ST. STE B
RANCHO CUCAMO GA.
CA91730
BAB CONTRACTORS
S031 GLENWOOD AVE.
R>NTANA. CA 92336

COMPl'TERS & CABI.J:-1(;
n:CHNOI.OG\
191 WINSO\\ AVE
RIALTO. CA 92377
CROWN AUTOMOTIVE
HOLDINGS
7343 CROWN HEIGHTS LN
OAK HILLS. CA 92344
DANNY BOY
ENTERTAINMENT
I W96 ALISO DR.
FONTANA. CA '12Jl7
DESERTKAT
PHOTOGRAPHY
2035 CARTY PL
NEEDLES. CA 91363
DO S MACHINE SHOP
11272 GAVE. STE. A-4
HESPERIA. CA 92345
DRP CONSTRUCTION
2731 GERRYMANDER RD
BARSTOW, CA '12.lll
EL GRAN CHAPARAL
MARKET
9686 CE!IITRAL AVE.
MONTCLAIR. CA 91763
ENTERPRISE
COMMUNICATIO S
1322 SAN PABLO
REDLANDS. CA 92l71

BEARY CHAIR COMPANY
26624 MAINSAIL LN
HELENDALE. CA 92342

EVERLASTING
MEMORIES
1600 E HOLT AVE.. S1C. N I
POMONA. CA 91767-5826

IU A J WI DOW TINTING
283 W flOOTHILL BLVD
RIAl.TO. CA 92376

nGUEROA CO CRETE
14545 PERAI. RD
VICTORVILLE. CA 92392

BOB'S STAMPS
663 GOLDEN WEST DR
REDLANDS. CA 92373

~NATURAL IMAGE
CONSULTING &
ACCESSORIES
24414 UNIVERSITY AVE..
S1C. 107
LOMA LINDA. CA 92354

BUDPIIAilM
101 MOUNTAIN SPRINGS
RD
WRIGHTWOOD. CA 92397

CAIN UNIQUE

FRESH MAINTENANCE
1084 WEST MADRONA ST
RIAI.TO. CA 92376

~-

.......~ ... ~

HERITA(;t Cl ST0!\1
POOl-';
~384 PE \RI ST
RANCHO Cl C \~10NG·\,
CA'117111·ll14
INFINITY IRON INC.
CT
CIIINO, C\ 91710

67~0ANGEI.INA

co.

81J6 EMMElT AVE
RANCIIO Cl'CMONGA, CA
91739
LOGUE+ ASSO<.'IATES
2l20 BROADVIEW AVE
LlJ'LAND. CA 917X4
LOS PARU:NH.'i Al'TO
SAU:S
1240 NORTH ~lTl.GERALD
AVE.. STE 212
RIALTO, CA 92376
LOVt:·s
2974 LENW<X)D RD
BARSTOW. C \ n311
M.B. AUTOSAJ,t:S
397 N CENTRAl AVE..
STE F
UPLAND. CA 91786
MARIN HOME IMPROVEMENT & COMPUTER
SERVICE
16211 CACTUS ST
HESPERIA. CA 92345
MARK'S MOBIL SERVICE
INC.
201 S PENNSYLVANIA AVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92410

CARRD.I.O BLICTiliC,

924011

92407
CII1JD()fotANIA IWWlY
ISIO E. HOLT BLVD

STE.J

HAUl CHALET
12430 CENI'RAL AVE.

POMONA. CA 91767

OUNO CA 91710

~'DlAVBL

JIEALTIICAD INDIA
7379 MIUJKEN AVE..
STE. 110

AGENCY
2105 DUTOI WAY

810 BEAR arY. CA 92314

RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA91730

9~1 :-; H-\\'1-_, \\I:.
STE. C
0:\'TARIO. C \ '11764

PRECISION PAINTIN<;
CAl.Jt'OR:-IIA, INC.
ll6~0 KI!SG CA~YOI' CT
FONTANA. CA 92316
RED BARON PIZZA
42173 12 BIG BF~\R Bl \'D
BIG BEAR IAKI:.. CA Q2.115

NANIQ DESIGN AND
PROGRAMMING
16155 SIERRA LAKES
PKWY.. STE 160-1
R>NTANA. CA 92336
ONTARIO BARBER SHOP
2SOI S EUCLID AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91762-6620
PARADISE DENTAL

omcE

414 TENNESSEE ST
S1C. Kl
REDLANDS CA 92373

PAlTIEKAKES
1535 NORTH ORANITE AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91762

StR\ ICt.'i
12165 lll!ill(i \TI:. CT
R \-.CliO Cl!C \\10NGA.
C\91739
BAR.'iTOW t.MPLO\ !l.lt:'OT
SPt:CJAl.IZt:l) TRAINI'IG
!B.t:.'i.T.)
120CALAVI·
11.\RSTOW, C\ 92111

\\1.\ fR \'OSPORI \110'
St'R\ICtS
444 l I<XlTIIIU BLVD
Sll 0
Rl\1 TO.CA92.3?6
AMt:RJCAS HIR U .....).
I!>;G Rt:\lt:\\
941111-\Vl·" \\!.
STI;. 200
RANCHO Cl CAMOSt;.\,
CA 91730

R\ Rt'!liT..\I.'i Ot'
Tilt: 1:-II.ASD t:\IPIRE
15351 BIG SKY RD.. STE. B
\PPI lc \ \I Ll·), C \ 91.107

U I'OMOTIH PIIOr<)(;.
R ..\PHY
12361 BRO\\ '0 CT
CIII'OO,CA91710

SATl'RN T,\ SIIOP
X6~ E FO<YTIIILI Bl \ D
RIALTO. C \92376

BAYER l'Hit:Tt:RY
BROKt.R.'i IWOR!I.IATIO'
StR\ICK'i
20~78 OTT\\\\ RD
\PI'LE V\LHY CA 9230X

AZ \1.\RKt. f
3271 SOl THDO\\ :->S DR
CIIINOHILIS CA91 09

SK AIR CONDITION IN(;
ll626 RAMO~\ A AVI·
CHINO. C-\ 91710·~<>1~

BJ(; II TO\\ I~(;
I ~367 SC \RLET OAK L-\ ';(i

S & \\ M.ANAGt.Mt:NT
150ll0 ITH ST. STE 20X A
VICTOR\ II I E. C •\ 92195

STERLISG SCHOOl.
SPIRIT
4195 CHINO HILL~ PKWY.
STE l74
Cll!NO HILLS. C \ 91709
SUPERIOR JUMPt:R.o;
2~724 EDGEMON'T DR
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
92404
THt: BISTRO CATERING
COMPANY
~55~ \I!O<)DSCE.'IT CT.
FO!'<'TANA. CA 92.336
THE WATER PI.Act:
12011 5fll ST. STE. C
YUCAIPA. CA 92.199

UPLAND AUTO
TRA SPORT
1009 TYLER LN
UPLAND. CA 91784

RI!DLANDS. CA 92374

.\SSl RED 1.1\ t SC.\'0 .\'OD

O~TARIO

UNIVERSAL AUTO
BUVERSCO.
14642 SLOVER AVE.
FONTANA. CA 92337

MORELlA AUTO SALES
522 E. HOLT BLVD
ONTARIO. CA 91761

GUARDIAN
COMMUNICAmONS
mJARBORCT
HESPERIA. CA 92345

PIZIA t'ACTORY

MMD CONSULTIN(;
11171 OAKWOOD DR.
STE NI02
LOMA LINDA. CA 92354

GO BANANAZ!!
1078 E. HOSPITAI.JTY
SAN BERNARDINO. CA

3180JUNEST

.

TONYS Al'TO Rt:PAIR
SHOP
35280 YUCAIPA BLVD.
YUCAIPA. CA 92399

466 ORANGE ST S1C. 262

SAN BERNARDINO CA

'

MENTONE GAS & MINI
MART
1759 MENTONE BLVD.
MENTONE. CA 923W

922.56

INC.

.

IRISH THUG CLOTHIN(;

CALIIOIINIA TIIANSIA·
110N SllllVICI!S

G II L ADVERTISING
51471 OREGON TRAIL
MORONGO VAllEY. CA
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Count
of San Ber.,ardino.
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MOBIL MART/WI E &
SPIRITS
4321 ONTARIO MILLS
PKWY
ONTARIO.CA917M

COMMERCIAL CLEANING
S92S MAGNOLIA
RIAI.TO. CA 92377

2009

WEHAMMER4U
!108 BRIAR PRIVADO
ONTARIO. CA 91762
WELL DRESSED
14301 SAVANNA ST
ADELANTO. CA 92301
AGR,INC.
8185 JADEITE AVENUE
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA91730
AMERICAN nRST
nNANCE
10466 REDWOOD AVE
R>NTANA, CA 92317
APPLE BLOSSOM
12769 TESUQUE RD
APPLE VALLEY. CA 92308

B~>rf~'i

BOOTCAMP t'OR Jl STICE
IH1W IITII,STI' X.l
UPlAND. CA 917X6
CA'ODY BOl QLET
t'RANCIIISt.l6215
123 GRIZZLY RD
I \KI \RRO\\ Ill· \D, CA
92352
( F.J.EBRJTit~<; SPORTS
(;RJI.J.
127 \\ 4lffll ST
SA'O BERI'ARDI'OO. C\
92407
Ct:I.I.PHONF.GU:KS
BOlN PEYTOS OR.
STI- C231
CIIINO IIILI.S, CA 91709
CHINO'S DREAMWORK
CUSTOMS
10835 FREMONT AVE
ONTARlO. C A '11762
COTSWOI.D COTTAGE
ANTIQUES
1407 HWY 2
WRIGHTWOOD. CA 923q7

E.A ELECTRIC
12221 BARKER RD.
VICTORVILLE. CA 92392
EDWARD COLLISIO
SOlOW MISSION BLVD.
ONTARIO. CA 91762
FIRESIDE LODGE
40660 LAKEVIEW DR.
BIG BEAR LAKE. CA 91215
FOREVER BEAUTY
SAWN
10890 CEDAR AVE.
BLOOMINGTON. CA 92l16
ACCU-RATE
1581 N ACACIAAVE..
RIALTO. CA 92376
ALL IN 0 E CLEANING
SERVJCE
429HUNTLN.
CRESTLINE. CA 92325-6265

B&F
100~ \\ IIOL1 BL\ D
O:O.T\RIO, C \ Yl762
BAR(;..\1'0 .UI t.)
61716 29 ~\l\IS II\\)
JOSIIU \ TRH • l' \ ~22~'

I, H F' I t:RPRISFS
7717 Oil RCII WI

I)

STE 132

H 0\H R PO\\ t:R
88< B~RGSCHRJ.:~D DR
CRESll ll'o'E C \ 92325 293 ·

\It I'ROPOJ.II.\ '0
S( RAPIIOOK ('0\IP.\'Y
4479 RIV£ RSIDI. DR
cm-.o. c A 91710

lllvlll \'OD. C ·\ 92146
Dt:I.ICIOLS tRUISA'W
ICt:CRt..\M
9HHR C -\\11.-I.OS \\1:
MO!'.'TCI~\IR, CA 91761
00 GRAt'X
790H MANGO AVI· , S r1 !· I
FO:O.'TANA, C'\ 92116
t:XECUTI\t,
MAI'IiTt:SA'oCt:
SOI.UTIO'•S
54~1 n-.DERFOOT DR
FO:O.'TA-.A. C \92136
t:XPOSL RE INK
MARKF.li'G
3464 0!1. ROS \ \\'F
SAN Bf.R:O. ·\RDI'<O, C \
92404
FABRIC .\RTS
28579 M·\'ITOBA DR
LAKE :\RRO\\ Ill ·\D, t' \
92352

BK.\R MOl'~T,\" \10 I'OR
CARRI.\(,t.
412X2 BIG Bl· \RIll\ D
BIG Bl· \R I \KI t \'I'll~

t'AERIE '1-IYST
26431 Pl-.!' DR.
RIM FORI·ST, CA 92378

BJ'S B..\RBt:Ql t txPRt SS
l'lst> I· \1 \1_, ST, SlT' 18
II \RSTO\\ ( A 923 II

t'IXIT COMPl Tt:RS
1726 E ~\IRHU.D <I
STE. 3
o-.T\RIO. C \91761

(,t I SP\ NI('J) l'OD.
! 10~ JlllSO-. ST
Rl Ill \NilS, C \ ~ll74

JS Cl.t.\'oi'O(, St.RVIC ts
15952 SL()UOIA AVI . AP I
III·SI'I·RI \, CA 92J45

(;Ru' \\ORI.II
\H"il)(l\\S
4195 CHINO 1111.1.5 PKWY.
STI 50X
l'III'OO Ill! IS. CA91709

JLSf RJ<;m C.\Kt"<;
10735 MAl NA I.()A
III·SPI·RIA, CA 92J4~

llt~Wt Rl A TOWI'OG
9~31 S \:0.,..\ H· \\'E r.
IH·SPI·RI \, C \92345

110\U Bt.SUH
Nt I'WORK
16000APPlL VAl LEY RD
SI'E 6
\Pl'll V\lll·Y C \92307
!Ct. CRt AM CUt
9R88 CA\fl LOS A\'Jo
~IO'OTCL \IR, C\91763
1'\L.\'011 ·\l TOMATION
7470 RODI 0 RD
OAK IIIII S, C·\ 92144
1\\t. !l:'olut:PP'oll)t''<T
\\.\RIUOR
t·'O H.R 1'.\l'i\tt:'T>
ll13011VI''I Sl Sll C
Ml "ION! t \QB~'>

LAl'GIIINGHOS !.COM
13753 MT BAI DY W\)
VICTOR\111.1:. C \92392
LA\\ Ott In ot
Po\LU:Trt'l. \\\RI>
1400 1'\I.A'OD EMPIRE
BL\D.,STfo 101
O~'TARIO, CA 91764

\IORO...C;O 8.\SI'O St'"OR
Sl PPOR I U 'iTER
57121 SU:O.J'o;YSI.OPE DR
H ' CCA VAL I EY. C \ 92284

Pt.OPU-~ ti~A~CIAI

MOl'NTAIN \'It:\\ ORAL &
M.AXII.I Ot'ACI..\1.
SLRGt:RY
11841 SI:BASTIA' WAY,
STI· 103
RANCHO C!X' \\IONGA.
CA 91710
\llSJ.IM \\ORI.D TODAY
7035 PAL\! DR
ALTA LOMA CA '11701

!\.tAR\ 'S tSSt:,TIAI.
MEANS
17679 IIJGII POI'o'T C'l'
VIC!'OR\ II Ll. CA 92195

\1\ S\\H.I' fOBIAS
Pl BUS Ill,(,
1~02 RIDGI· ST
RI:DLA'\DS. CA 9217l

Mt:DJA J)t'SJG'O Wt-'iT
12~24 YORKSIURI· IJR
APPI F V.\II.I·Y. (' ·\ 923118

M'TRlCKJ'iG
4138 \liSSIO_, BLVD,

sn

12

MONTCIJ\IR, CA 91763
MEJIA
CO!I.!Ml'NIC .\TIO'S
1705\\ Gil Bl RT Sf
S.\'0 BieR'< \Rill NO. C \
91411

P.UMOS, 1'0(.
8101 Fl \I \vi , STE 450
RAN( 110 n <AMOI'GA,
CA '11730

PA('Jt I(' ( 0.\ST
n:Rrttlt.n HO\tt:
I'OSPt.c no:-.s
13316 (t\RDI_, \L RJIJ(jJ·
Rll. Sll I
Ull'o;O IIlLI S CA91709

SER\'I('t.<;
'll<JO MIIIIKI·N \VI..
Slh 5214
RA~CIIO CUCAMO'<G·\,
CA QJ730
Pt.RMAGR"
t'N'TF.RTAI!'IIMt '<T
221 W 'ITll ST
SA'O BERSARDINO CA
92401
POSTAl, -'''t X 1325
15942 LOS Sf RRANOS
COLiN'l R) CLI B DR
STE D
Clfl'o;O IIIII S. CA 91709
QlALlH ONt.
t::>~GRA\'t:RS, INC.
'17411 CRI·SCI-NT t'TR DR,
Sll: 202
RA'\CllO ( l CAMOM,A,
C\91710
Rt.D At.RO
1745 SESSI \IS DR.
Sll llO
REDLA,.DS (' \ '12174

BKJ MOTOR.S
24769 REDLA:\0$ BL \ D
STE G
LOM-\ LINDA. CA 92l'4
BUSS STYU '0 l l fS
442 OR \:O.GE ST
REDLA-.DS, C \ '12l74
BW PRJNTWORKS
26X N F \IRW \) DR
JAKE ARROWIII \D, C.\
92152
C C t:NTERPRISt~'i
2H lOS. RIVERSIDI A\ IRIALTO, CA 92ll6
CALIFORNIA ATHU.TIC
CLLB
9120 HAVEN A\T:
RANCHO CUCAMONfl \,
CA 91710
CHOICES CI.INIC
46X W HfTII ST, STf 202
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92401
CLIFF RAMIREZ &
ASSOCIATES
14976 OAK VALLEY DR
FONTANA. CA 92136
CODE 3 SERVICF.'i
12821 WAYNOKA RD
APPLE VALLE\C CA 92308
COLLAGE CREATIONS BY
SHELLI
853 CALIFORNIA PRIVAOO
ONTARIO. CA 91762
CORBIN PLAN lNG
6640 VIA ALLEGRA
29 PALMS. CA 92277

l.t:<;An MII.I.\\ORKS
232 N SHERMAN AVE· ,
STE. B
CORONA, CA 918H2

Rl'Bii'i, t LA I'IE
( ALLE A LAGON
CAliiLDR:\1. CITY, CA
92234

GILBERT. GOROON
WESI.EY
13177 KIOWA DR
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553

TOl SPOT

CORONA BURGERS
307 EAST 6Tii ST
CORONA, CA 92879

6X~ 14

2~8118 BOULDI:R ROCK PI
SUN CITY. CA 92585

MARTINEZ. TAMRA
MARIE
2~808 BOll DER ROCK PL.
Sl'N CITY. CA 92585

CHON, HAN Sl!N
11431 WIMBLEY CT.
CERRITOS. CA 90703

SELECT CARS
11196 CALIMESA BLVD.•
STE 103
CALIMESA. CA 92320

DGBUNDY SERVICES
31725 RIDGEVIEW OR.
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92.~32

KELSEY, STEVEN RAY
2150 S. SAN JACINTO AVE.
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583

BUNDY, DAVID GENE
31725 RIDGEVIEW OR.
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92532

CONNECTIONS
UNLIMITED
80436 MURJFIELD DR.
INDIO. CA 92201

CHRISTIAN HANDYMAN
39520 BONAIRE WAY
MURRIETA. CA 92563
MIKENAS, EDWARD
STEVEN
39520 BONAIRE WAY.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
AI NOTARY SERVJCE
68514 CALLE ALAGON

CAllfEDRAL CITY, CA
92234

LAPORTE, EUGENE
MICHAEL
80436 MUIRHELD DR.
INDIO, CA 92201
THE POOL GUY
1123 VIA SANTIAGO
CORONA. CA 92882

SAt:DI, ROBERT
ANTHONY
112l VIA S.\N II AGO
CORO'OA, CA 9:!882

CONTISt NTAL
Cl'RRt:NCY SERVICES,
INC.
II OX EAST 17TH ST.
SANTA t\NA, CA 92701

WEALTH CREATION
TECHNOLOGJt~<;

6X!>I PERKINS ('f.
CORONA, CA 92XRO
PARIS t:..•iTATE
CORPORATION
6R!>I PERKINS CT
CORONA, CA 92880

Fn PAYDAY LOANS AND
CHECK CASHING
41125 WINCHESTER RD.,
STE. B-3B
TEMECULA. CA 92591
FAAS ENTERPRISES, INC.
18841 SUNNYVIEWCR.
YORBA LINDA. CA 92886
DESTINATION COFFEE
HOUSE
2681 GREEN RIVER RD.,
STE. 101
CORONA. CA 92882
TOUCH, KAREN KEARA
932 CORNESTONE WAY
CORONA. CA 92880
MOBILE MONEY
7633 INDUSTRY AVE.
PICO RIVERA. CA 90660

MR CHINA F.XPRF.SS
6160ARLINGTON AVE.
STE. Cl2
RIVERSIDE CA 925!>1

CHRISH.NSF'N, KYLE
DANIEL
%1 KILMARNOCK WAY
RIVERSJI)E, CA 92508
AHORDABI.E AMERICAN
RF.AL F.~TATE
2460 GRACE ST
RIVERSIDE. CA 92.~!>1

YIN,SOKHOM
2q1 KENNEDY DR
CORONA. CA 92879

TREMANO
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
24'60 GRACE ST.
RIVERSIDI! C A 92.'i04

BRANDON'S TOWING
22910 MARSHALL ST.
PERRIS. CA 92570

LEND OW AMERICA
2460 GRACE ST.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92S04

RAMIREZ. NORMA
ANGELICA
22910 MARSHALL ST.
PERRIS. CA 92..~70

M&M CLEANERS I<
LAUNDRY
12222 HEACOCK ST.
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92557

LINE90
TRANSPORTATION
25131 JERRY LN.
HEMET, CA 92544
LEDEZMA, DAVJD RUBEN
25131 JERRY LN.
HEMET. CA 92544
PERFECTION POOL
SERVJCE
961 KILMARNOCK WAY
RIVERSIDE CA 02508

NGUYEN, OANH HONG
THI
13161 KIOWA DR.
MORENO VALLEY CA 92557
KYRO'S FUJtN1TURE
26015 JEFFERSON AVE.,
STE 0
MURRIETA. CA 92562
GURGIS, JOSEPH RAMZY
32206 CAMINO GUARDA
TEMECULA. CA 92592
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NABONG-CHACON
MERRILYND
28625 BLANIX AVE
NUEVO, CA 92567
DR2 REO SERVICES
24886 SUN TREAM CR
MORENO VALLEY C'A
92557
ROBERSON, DAVID W.
24SKo Sl N STREAM CR
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92~~7

PART MEDICS
6824 ANDARAVIDA RD
CORO~A C'A 92880
u :, C HRIS HAl
6824 ANDARAVIDA RD
CORD A. CA 92 80
PART M E DICS
6824 ANDARAVIDA RD
CORONA. CA 92880

SAC ARI COLLE(.TJONS,
INC.
2236~ EL TORO RD
STE. (So
LAKE fORE 'T, CA 9c630

suDwn:Ks

HU GTINTON PARK
DIAG NOSTICS
2231>5 EL TORO RD .
STE ISh
LAKE fOREST, CA 92610

INI.A!'ID SAt f. &
MAC HI :>It RY MOV I :>I(;
2114~ W \I Kl·R DR
1\Ul·\iO, C\ ~:'~o7

KAH:-1 CARTY H .NTl RK'i
EL TORO RD,
STE. 186
l -\KE FOREST. C.\ 9c6:10
2236~

\ALlEY FORECLOSE Rf.
C LEANlP
14~3 CHOLLA DR
MORENO" \LLEY. CA
92!'~'

MERILICE. LESLY
14538 CHOLLA DR.
MORE"O VALLEY, CA
925~3

LE, JESSIC A CHUNG
6824 A DARAVIDA RD
CORONA. CA 92880
HEMACINTO FAMILY
CHILOCARE SUPPORT
GROUP
208 ELMWOOD AVE.
HEMET. CA 92543
AGUINIGA, VERONICA
208 ELMWOOD AVE.
HEMET. CA 92.543

VALLEYtURECLOSlRE
CLEANUP
14518 C HOLLA DR.
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92.553
WINE COUNTRY
CARRIAGES
32690 HALEBUAN RD.
MENIFEE. CA 92584
TOOMBS, MARY

ELIZABETH

DEANNB.
PIIOTOGRAI'IIY

32690 HALEliUAN RD
MENIFEE. CA 92S84

3 I647 OIELSEA WAY

1'EMECUU.. CA 92.S92
IIARill!llA, DKANN

WILSON, MA1THEW ERIC
32690 HALEliUAN RD.
MENIFEE. CA 9258-4

IIETIIINB
3I647 CHELSEA WAY
TEMECULA. CA 92592

DKANN B. WI!DD~
3 I647 CHELSEA WAY
1'EMECUU.. CA 92592

IIARill!llA, DEANN
IIETIIINB

AKA PRODUCI'S
25703 JEFFERSON AVE..
STE. 23
MURRIETA, CA 92562

mKRESULTS
2627 NEEDLES CT.
PERRIS. CA 92571

COMMERC IAl Rf. AL
K'iT ATII!'IC.
4t69o t~Y sr
"IL RRIETA ( \ 92510

Dl !'IKU . T HOMAS
Al.Bt :RT
21145 W\LKF.R DR
"'ll vo. c \92567
t :ASTHU I R K K Cl.l B
6507 HR \~CIIl'T
CORON \ CA 92880

t'RIE!I/D, ROBERT ALAN
J5o90 BRYCE RD.
WlNCHESTER. CA 9:!.W6

JAC INTO, KEVIN
RAYMUND LAO
2953 RIVERMOUNT ST.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92SOI

GRIFFIT H F'LOORI!'IG
5534 APPLECROSS DR.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507

DAVIS, CINTHIA
CONSUEW
15151 CHAUMONT ST.
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92530
MCGREGOR MOTORS
38340 INNO VATIO N CT.•
STE. S01
MURRIETA. CA 92563

GRIFFITH. MICHELLE
5534 APPLECROSS DR.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507
GRIFFITH, KEVIN ALLEN
5534 APPLECROSS DR.
RIVERS IDE. CA 92507
CRAIGS PAINT AND
PERFORMANCE
44059 EST.
HEMET. CA 92544
PRIEST, RICHARD CRAIG
440S9 EST.
HEMET. CA 92544
RIVER OF LIFE WORLD
OUTRI!ACH CENTER
1640 STONE CREEK RD.
BEAUMONT, CA 92223

ARBOLES

JENNINGS, BETTY

TEMECULA. CA 92592

CALDWELL
1640 STONE CREEK RD.
BEAUMONT. CA 92222

KRAFJ', CAMILLE
ELIZABETH
37445 VIA DE LOS

ARBOLES
TEMECULA. CA 92592

RIVER OF LIFE WORLD
OUTRI!ACH CENTER
1640 STONE CREEK RD.
BEAUMONT, CA 92223

A(;ONC ILI .O, BR!TTNEY
JASMI!'IE Cil'BAL
5490 LA SIERRA WE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
QU~'T MARKETING
5167 NORWOOD AVE.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92505

AGONCILLO, BRITTNEY
JASMINE CIUBAL
5161 NORWOOD AVE.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92.~05
C ARES MARKETING
5490 LA SIERRA AVE.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92505
AGONCILLO. BRITTNEY
JASMINE CIUBAL
5490 LA SIERRA AVE.
RI VERSIDE. CA 92505
LIFE MADE EASY
40767 OPHIR CANYO N ST.
INDIO CA 92203
GAUC. KENDRA MICHON
40767 OPHIR CANYO N ST.
INDIO, CA 92203
HUGO'S DRYWALL
INTERIOR
8().732 SYCAMORE LN.
INDIO CA 92201
SALAZAR, HUGO
8().732 SYCAMORE LN.
INDIO. CA 92201

KRAPT, KIRK GEilARD
MEDINA, ROB&IDO
489 DE ANZA DR.
SAN JA<ll'li'O. CA 92583

3744S VIA DE LOS

JE~.JENNIFER

BERAWEST

ARBOLES

MARIE

ENTERPRIZES

1l!MECULA. CA 92.S92

1640 STONE CREEK RD
BEAUMONT, CA 92223

342S N. INDIAN
PALM SPRINOS, CA 92263

.....,........-.u.

MBDICAL u.u:rY

DISCII'Lit IRONWORKS

PIIOPI:SSION.U.S

33S49 BRECKENRIDGE

22365 EL TOilO RD~

41690 IVY ST.
MUJUtJETA. CA 92562

TRAlL

STJ!. 116
LAD I'OIU!ST. CA 92630

RIC E. DARR\ I Jf:ROMt.
I 3018 rtfRR \ < \NYO'i DR.
\lORI· NO V\LIJ\. C \

BAKER THf. BRAND
2953 RIVERMOUNT ST
RIVERSIDF_ CA 9250!

SASHES
3744S VIA DE LOS

OOIIIIlJNITY AND

M AMl ,\K.\II Ot~S I GN
i10JX fll·RRA CA"'YON DR.
'IORI·~O v·\1!1·). C'\
'125'\J

Rt:VO!.l 1TIO NARY
t:NTERPR!St:
5490 I..A SIERRA AVI·
RIVI:RSIDF- CA 92505

STUDENT ATIILETE

20361 VIA VARADI!RO
YORBA LINDA. CA 92JI7

'110 :>/St: RRH, R-H I
JS:!5 TIBER ST
IIF.MFT. C \ 92.544

4

'1:!.~~~

RAFSALES
J56QO BRYCL RD.
WINCHESTER. CA 9:!.W6

PIUSONEIIS POUNDATION
22MO SOBOBA RD.
SAN JACINI'O, CA 92S83

ILUIPAIISVIIIAN,DIJDlAN
UVON

PCS LOGISTICS
4 '~25 TIB!- R ST
HEMET. C \ 92~-W

SISCO, Cl lt"RYI.
\I)Rit' :>i:>lt: G -\" T
ln64 D<>VI·R DR
"lORI· NO V\Lll·), CA

Mn:RS , JAS ON TRt: VOR
10392 BR(X)KMEAD DR
MORENO V.\1 1.1- Y, C.\
<12557

BOYS II GIRLS OF

MEDINA'S
489 DE ANZA DR.
SAN JACINI'O, CA 92583

HER"'A:>Illt.Z
602 KERIL)" I
Hf.,1!IT, C \ 'I~~.W

RIO .. S ICOU : :-1 ..\..'iiiAYE
I lll1X TIERR.\ C.\~Y0'-1 DR.
\IORF:-iO vALl FY. C ·\
'12551

A CLEAN GET-AWAY
15151 CHAUMONT ST.
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92530

WILDOMAR. CA 92S9S
HENION, KDTR ARNOLD
33S49 BRI!CXENRIDGE
WILDOMAR. CA 92S95

_,__'r.i::::U.t~~"'~

0

WISLEY ALLI!N
IHI'EIUOIIS

A Short Visit to the Birthplace of the Italian Renaissance
(Second in a Mo-part series on Italy)
By Ingrid Anthony

415SS Oll!RRY ST.. STE. C
MURRIETA, CA 92562

"'\T!0 ....\1.1 0"'

MO!)Jt It' \liON
CONSll H'ii"S
liii~P\1"1< \NYO~DR,

sn

121
1'·\l M SI'RIN<•S, t A

~2264

U()NI';f\ Ill t.
1. \\\RtN( t tmHRn
71550 f \N(,It·R RD
RA'I( 110 \IIRAGE ('\
'12270
POl"< I II \PP\ \lASS \ Gt:
!Bt"R\P\
7837011\\) Ill Srt· 28~
I \ Ql!N'TA C-\ <~2253
POI "<l II \PP\ \1-\SS \(, t.
fHt.R \P),l" L
78170HWYIII,\TI 285
l \QUINT\, l \ <~2251
Pl.l s \ 1l SIC
X220411WY Ill , S II I·
1'-iDIO ( \ 9220 I
GO"</ \U.l, Jt.sl"S RIOS
85376 C \IRO WI•
COACIII:LI \ , CA '1~23b
l. f:T IP Ot 1 m . Ot.'it .RT
XOIXQ WE.'iiD.\ liNDA
viST\
l'iDIO CA 92203
t'I.O Rt:S, CATHERI:>IE
MOI89 AVI~"IDA liNDA
VISTA
INDIO. CA 92203
TOPOLI!'ISKI, G ARY
80189 AVENIDA liNDA
VISTA
INDIO, CA 92203
DESERT PARADIS t:
O UTDOOR CONC EPTS
104 CALLE LOS IIIUISCOS
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92270
STONEC REEK POOI.S I<
SPAS, INC.
40-101 MONTEREY AV~
STE. B-1
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92270
HOLIDAY
ENCHANTMENT
9024 CLUBHOUSE BLVD.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS. CA
92240
SHOVLIN, AUDREY
LOUISE
9024 CLUBHOUSE BLVD.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS. CA
92240
JUST JAN DESIGNS
78835 C ASTLE PINES DR
LA QUINTA, CA 92253

BEilARDI, MARIO
342S N INDIAN CNY.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262

AZilASALON II SUPPLY

MICIIAI!LS, TROY ALLI!N

36101 BOB HOPE DR.

42245 wn.DWOOD LN.
MURRIETA, CA 92562

RANCHO MIRAOI!, CA
92270
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Florence Express

Cl Rtt. ~. fll~ I
11599 rA"GlER RD
R.\NUIO MIR,\(,1 (' \
92271

S AJ.'-,\ I)()R

MATSON. Mo\TTHt.W
DAVID
20636 IRIS C \NYON RD.
R IVERSIDI·. C.\ <l250X

C HRIST UH (:ARMENTS
1647'1 ABF.Dl L ST
MORENO VALLf Y, C \
Q2551

UNDSTAR PACIFIC, INC.
33078 EMBASSY AVE.
TEMECULA. CA 92592

CALJCINTO RANCH, INc.
228SO SOBOBA RD.
SAN JACINI'O. CA 92583

'i25"i'\
et: RV A :>!Tt~~ .

'II Uti \K \H l)t.SIG "
I J03R TIERR \ C."'YO~ DR
MORE~() V \LII·\ C \ ''25~1

2627 NEEDLES ST.
PERRIS. CA 92571

MIRA L0MA. CA 9I7S2

W I) B IV T RlCKI:>I G
2n64 !X>VF.R DR
MORE.NO" \ll..EY. CA

HAI-M US0:-1. '110 :-I IC -1.
206J61RIS Co\"'YOt-; RD
RIVERSIDE. C \ <12508

PO TT'S, KEITH I.A MO S T
CT
CORONA ( 1\ 928RO
6~07 BRA~lll

KILUIER, TONI DIANE

JVIIPLLC

~ ~

925~3

3 1647 CHELSEA WAY

6409 SPINEL CT.

---~L.li

S.\\I'S l)(l:>l tn S #2
322X W FLORID \S \"'
HEMET. C.\ Q2q'\

1'EMECUU.. CA 92.S92
PIIDIII!& LIS'I1NGS
6409 SPNEL CT.
MIRA LOMA. CA 9 I7S2

S & S TIRE. S HO P
1019 ~ SA" JAtlNTO ·\vI
S " J \CI"Tl), C \ 9:!583

0
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RUNKEL, JANET ISABEL
78835 CASTLE PINES DR.
LA Q UINTA, CA 922S3

AMIGOS MINI MART
8SSOO HWY Il l
COACHELLA. CA 92270

You could get lost for days
wandering the narrow streets in
Florence (Firenze in Italian).
You '11 find history and culture
in every comer. tucked among
the city's many piauas, O.:auti ful churches and fascinating
museums. If you don't have the
Juxul) of time as we dtd when
we visited Florence, choose a
hotel in walking distance to the
"must see" attractions. Time is
sometimes more valuable than
the savings you may occur in
choosing a hotel far from the
main stream of the city.
With that m mind, we
unpacked our belongings at the
Western Excelsior Florence and
headed out to uncover the treasures of this city, which is known
as the "cradle of Renaissance"
for its monuments, churches and
buildings. Since we had only
about a day and a half, we were
again on a mission as we were in
Rome (read May 2009 article on
Rome).
Our first stop on our tour
was visiting the primary art
museum of Florence, the Uffizi
Gallery. This museum is an
extraordinary container of paintings that embrace an historical
period from the 1200's to the
current day. We continued on to
the Accademia Gallery and
gazed for a long time at
Michelangelo's David. A trip to
Florence would not be complete
without seeing its art and the
universal genius of Leonardo da
Vinci
and
Michelangelo.
Tickets for the museum should
be bought beforehand as not to
wait in lines during the height of
the tourist season. However,
during the summers. the
Accademia and the Uffizi
Galleries have exte nded hours
midweek, which means from
7:00-10:00 p.m. all the tourist
groups are gone and you can just
walk in with no wait, no reser-

Ponte Vecchio (Old Bridge)
vation, and no surcharge and the
museum is just for you. Of
course, there are many other
exceptional museums located in
Florence, but for us. we would
have to plan to return at another
day to visit them.
We had no time to dawdle so
we hurried on to the Florence
Cathedral. the Basilica di Santa
Maria del Fiore with its dome
(Duomo) that would forever
dominate the panorama of
Florence. It's still today the
largest masonry dome of the
world. The construction of the
church began in 1296 in the
Gothic style to the design of
Amolfo di Cambio and complet-

ed structurally in 1436 with the
dome engineered by Filippo
Brunelleschi. It is considered a
spectacular contribution to
architecture.
To appreciate
Brunelleschi 's genius, and for
the best view of Florence, you
need to scale the 463 steps to the
top of the Duomo. Since we did
not have time for that. it would
be yet another reason to return
to Florertce.
When planning this trip' to
Florence. a friend. who lived in
Florence for many years, mentioned that I should visit the
jeweled bridge. I envisioned a
bridge constructed with some
colorful stones resembling jew-

Western Excelsior Florence

els. When I finally encountered
the bridge, I discovered my
imagination did not coincide
with the reality of this unique
piece of architecture. The Ponte
Vecchio (Old Bridge) has a multitude of shops built upon tts
edges and held up by stilts. The
bridge spans the Amo River at
its narrowest point where it \\as
built during Roman times. It
has always hosted shops and
merchants who displayed their
goods on tables. It is said that
the economic concept of bankruptcy originated here: when a
merchant could not pay his
debts. the table on which he sold
his wares (the "banco") was
physically broken ("rotto") by
soldiers. and this practice wa'>
called "bancorotto" (broken
table: possibly it can come from
"banca rotta" which means
"broken bank"). Not having a
table anymore. the merchant
wa~ not able to sell anything.
During World War II. the Ponte
Vecchio was not destroyed by
Germans during their retreat of
Aug. 4. 1944. unlike all other
bridges in Florence. This was
allegedly because of an express
order by Hitler. Butchers initially occupied the shops; the present tenants are jewelers. art
dealers and souvenir sellers.
Of course. being with a
group of women. we had to have
some time for shopping. In
Florence you'll find leather
goods. paper goods and jewelry
as well as nice souvenirs and art
productions. We were lucky to
visit one of the open air markets
selling food, clothing and
antiques. The most famous is
around Piazza San Lorenzo
where you ' II fmd leather goods
(this is where we did our most
damage-beautiful leather purses at reasonable prices).
All of the above popular
continued on page 31

